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ä Welcome to the fourth of our five PPP Sessions on the theme of Personal Pedagogy.  

Session 4 on Mindful Teaching forms a foundation for 
the previous two sessions that looked at social and 
emotional awareness, self-management and connectivity. 
But before you can do those things, the first step is to 
become more mindful yourself. Then look at how to make 
your classrooms more mindful, calm and focused too.  

Teaching with mindfulness, and teaching mindfulness, as 
so many educators here as well as in other countries are 
finding, actually seems to strengthen the ability of 
students to apply other SEL approaches. For instance, 
body-breathing can enhance emotional regulation. 

“Contrary to popular belief, cultivating the capacity for mindfulness is not just a nice-to-have 
or something to be done for private reasons; it is the practical application of self-awareness, 
self-management and social awareness; in short, developing mindfulness means developing 
emotional intelligence” Boyatzis & McKee Resonant Leadership pp. 114 & 137 

 
  

ä Session 4 looks at ways mindfulness can apply in your classrooms and to your 
teaching. It's about making classrooms more mindful and focused. It integrates with 
notions of social and emotional intelligence – and looks at mindfulness through the lens of what 
I call 5 Mental Markers. Here's some topics we touch on: 

KEY LEARNING POINTS AND CONCEPTS OPTIONAL EXTENSION TOOLS/ACTIVITIES 

 Personal Mastery: a matter of mindfulness 

 Mindful presence, attention and focus 

 Mindfully managing thoughts and feelings 

 Mindful thinking: controlling mental models 

 Mindful body: focusing on physical presence 

 Mindful classrooms – applications & actions 

 The 5 mental markers of mindfulness  

 Mental disciplines  and mindfulness pracs 

 Applying mindfulness to teaching practice 

 Mindful and mind-less classroom moments 

 Mindfulness dash-board: measure yourself 

 
 
 

ä This diagram of constructs underpinning the PPP has a number of concentric circles.  

The innermost circle was the focus of Session 1 where we explored 
Personal Pedagogy and Personal Mastery. The next circle was the 

concern of Sessions 2 and 3 – Emotional and Social Intelligence 
and its affect on connectivity, engagement, climate and learning.  

Session 4: Mindful Teaching picks up the next ring about 
harmony, calm and emotional balance, while Session 5:  
Revitalising Classrooms leads to the classroom and school 
culture circle. 

This is the full Session 4 self-coaching Guide. A selection of 
these materials was handed out at PPP Session 4. Use this 

Guide as an on-line reference tool or download and print a PDF 
copy (for your personal use only) in full or part.    
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In the wake of widely-influential ideas like Personal Mastery 
(one of Peter Senge’s 5 Learning Disciplines), Emotional 
Intelligence popularised by Daniel Goleman, and a long 
Buddhist tradition, the mindfulness movement has slipped into 
the mainstream.  

 The Mindful Revolution was the cover of TIME magazine in 
January 2014 reporting how mindfulness is being practised 
in growing numbers of organisations worldwide. 

A raft of neuroscience discoveries show mindfulness-training rewires key brain areas connected 
with attention, focus, compassion and calming. Research on the benefits of mindfulness-training for 
business leaders claim an increased ability to sustain attention, handle stress and burn-out, and 
heightened connectivity and presence.  

 Studies also show that mindfulness is, to put it simply, just plain healthy. Medical mindfulness 
has lead the way with brain-training: Massachusetts' Medical School runs a well-known 
Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction (MBSR) program as does Monash in Melbourne. 

  

ä Student or teacher alike, the assumption behind Session 4 is mindfulness enhances 
focus, calm and presence – that's a valuable spin-off to improve classroom climate... 

Mindfulness training for teachers can be seen as a direct extension of promoting good ‘habits of 
mind’ and as a result, also your occupational health, well-being, and capacity to create and sustain 
supportive relationships with students and colleagues, as well as classroom climates conducive to 
good learning and engagement 

 I'm very aware many automatically link mindfulness to meditation and so to Buddhism – and 
admittedly, that is a venerably old and influential tradition. Admittedly too, meditation does 
provide a powerful path to develop the brain-discipline of focus. Some of you will be aware that 
there's also a notable and established Benedictine tradition when it comes to mindful meditation.  

 However, mindfulness has been pretty much de-secularised in the west. Apart from a mindful 
breathing activity, rather than go into the formal, meditation-side, our focus will be on what you 
can do to improve your mindfulness and consider how you might share this in your classrooms. 

  

ä Session 4 gives you a chance to reflect on: 

 What mindfulness really is and how you might use it to 
enhance your teaching practice 

 How mindfulness might create calmer, happier, more 
balanced and less tense classrooms 

 How it can reduce reactivity in classrooms and strengthen 
your wisdom and judgement  

 How it can also form the foundations for better behaviour and emotional balance 

 The contribution mindfulness can make to focus, presence, clarity and stress reduction  

 How you may integrate mindful activities into your classroom setting and personal pedagogy 
   

Because mindfulness underscores so many things that matter for good pedagogy, it's another 
beneficial area to improve your teaching practice, and both personal mastery (the focus of Session 
1) and SETI (the subject of Sessions 2 and 3), closely relate to the discipline of mindfulness. 
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 Remember in Self-Reflection 1 (Session 1) you were asked to recall great teaching and 
learning moments and what made them stand-out for you? 

 

What many of you observed about those moments was that you were fully present, focused and so  
totally absorbed in what was happening, that nothing distracted you? You were in what’s called a 
state of ‘flow’ – in other words, you were being mindful. 

Jon Kabat-Zinn, the mastermind behind MBSR we mentioned, says it's “paying attention in a 
particular way; on purpose, in the present moment and non-judgmentally.”  

 
 

ä We define mindfulness as being able to focus on whatever you’re doing right now.  

 You put-aside distractions, and give your full attention to 
whatever’s unfolding right in front of you. We’ve all 
experienced times we’ve been able to do just that.  

 Too often it’s the reverse. Much of the time, we’re not 
mindful. We’re distracted, unfocused. Our minds pitch-
back to the past, or flounder in the future, which means 
we’re not present.  

 Our minds are often full-to-bursting of all kinds of 
thoughts, feelings, wishes and worries – all distractions 
that detract from being mindful. 

 A full-mind isn’t the same as being mindful. In fact, it’s easier to be mindful if your mind isn’t full. 
There’s a mistaken assumption mindfulness means emptying your mind. But it's more about 
learning how to harness and choose helpful thoughts and moderate unhelpful ones.  

 
 

It’s easy to get caught-up in distracting thoughts that make our mind wander, and forget to focus on 
what’s in front of us. Amidst the busy pace of school-life, mindfulness can get replaced by stress, 
distractedness and even burn-out. Yet it’s key to self-awareness: to being more fully in control of our 
feelings, thoughts and actions, and to maintaining focus, a clear mind, and emotional balance.  

 

 Research confirms mindfulness methods practised 
in class can keep students focused, quieten the 
temptation of constant distractions, reduce stress 
and anxiety and help regulate both student and 
teacher behaviour.  

 There's a link between mindfulness and 
improvements in student engagement, one of the 
topics of our last session.  

 Cultivating mindfulness through targeted brain-
training exercises can help develop more focus, 
clarity, self-control, resilience and compassion 
rather than just react on auto-pilot all the time.  

 

Yet another legacy of mindfulness is emotional balance. It allows us to get off the roller-coaster of 
emotional reactivity, pause, step back, be still and take a breath before deciding what to do.  
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“Mindfulness starts with self-awareness: knowing yourself enables you to make choices about 
how you respond to people and situations. Deep knowledge about yourself enables you to 
be consistent, to present yourself authentically, as you are. Honing the skills of mindful 
attention to oneself enables us to make better choices because we recognize and deal with 
our internal state – thoughts, physical sensations, and emotions. We are then better able to 

make sense of people and situations around us. Our perceptions are clear, not clouded by 
our own filters, biases and unexplored or unacknowledged feelings. Through purposeful, 
conscious direction of our attention, we are able to see things that might normally pass right 
by us, giving us access to deeper insight, wisdom, and choices. When we are mindful, we are 
more in control of ourselves simply because we see reality more clearly.” Richard Boyatzis & Annie 

McKee, Resonant Leadership: Renewing Yourself & Connecting with Others Through Mindfulness, Hope & Compassion  p. 120-21 

 

ä It looks as if mind-wandering is our brain’s default setting. Given half a chance, our 
brain drifts-off, especially if we’re not employing it to do some kind of specific task...  

A lot of the time, up to 50% in fact, we’re not mindful 
and present. We think about the past or future, ruminate 
on a resentment we hold, go back over a conversation 
we’ve had or create worrying scenarios of how things 
might turn out in our head. It's exhausting. 

 All this can lead to stress and anxiety as we picture 
bad things or recall bad times. In fact one thing that 
helps create negativity and lower our resilience, is 
constantly worrying – thinking back over bad events.  

 It leads to anxiety and negativity. Too often you can 
get swept away with worry on a wave of negative thoughts and feelings. Mind wandering is 
frequent and common. Many people think we day-dream blissfully as our mind wanders.  

 But pleasantries are generally not the case. More often, mind-wandering can intensify worries or 
discontent, rob us of concentration and detract from focus. It erodes our perseverance and 
undermines our ability to finish or complete, attend to details, meet deadlines, or be present for 
things we need to handle. 

 

Mind Wandering and ME-Focus… 

“Mind-wandering tends to centre on our self, and our preoccupations: all the many things I 
have to do today; the wrong thing I said to that person; what I should have said instead. 
While the mind wanders to pleasant thoughts or fantasy, it more often seems to gravitate to 
rumination and worry...It’s not the chatter of people around us that is the most powerful 
distractor, but rather the chatter of our own minds”  Daniel Goleman Focus p. 48 

 
 
 

ä Yet while brain-stray can be counterproductive and be a bit of a liability when it 
comes to being present and focused, not all mind-wandering, it seems, is bad.  

 It’s when our mind wanders that we may be at our most creative best. Mind-wandering may be 
the mental territory where we find inspiration for new ideas and incubate creativity. It’s at these 
times that most people report getting their earth-shattering ideas, flashes of insight, break-
through solutions or fabulous innovations. So while it may look like our minds are adrift, it may 
be creating that relax-space we need, where great insights abide and flourish.  
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 It looks as though being ‘unfocused’ may sometimes be an alternative kind of creative focus 
which some call ‘open-awareness-thinking’ as opposed to focused-thinking. But none of this is 
the same as when we have alarming interruptions – these apparently do not bring on creative 
focus, just brain-frazzle. 

 

“The brain systems involved in mind-wandering have been found active just before people 
hit upon a creative insight – and intriguingly, are unusually active in those with attention 

deficit disorder... In an experiment where volunteers were challenged with (a creative task), 
those whose minds had been wandering – compared with those whose attention has been 
fully conscious – came up with 40 percent more original answers.” Daniel Goleman Focus  pp.42-43 

 

 

 We’ve all heard of brain-strain. But how about brain-stray? 
  

Our minds were born to wander: or so, at least, neuro-scientists now surmise. We spend half our 
lives wandering around in our own minds, thinking about something other than what we’re doing 
right now: the meal I’m preparing, the conversation I’m having, the report that has to be in today, the 
worries that may never happen.  

 

ä It looks as if mind-wandering may be our brain’s default setting. Given half a chance, 
our brain drifts-off, especially if we’re not employing it to do some kind of specific task.  

 

Try counting your out-breaths 1, 2, 3 all the way up to 10 – and see how far you get 
without thinking about a relationship problem, washing, lunch, difficulties or deadlines. 

 
 

Mindfulness practices are hugely beneficial to help you to cope more calmly and constructively with 
constant stress, busyness, pressure, the demands we face every day and the deluge of distractions 
that can keep us in a state of continuous partial attention.  

 1. Think of times as a teacher, when you’ve been fully-present and focused. Then think of 
times when your mind was elsewhere. 

 In both cases, note down what helped or hindered you being present and focused 
 

Situations where I was mostly PRESENT....? Situations where I was mostly DISTRACTED....? 

  

How was I? What HELPED me be PRESENT? How was I? What HINDERED me being present? 
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 How present or absent were you doing this exercise just now?  What got in the way? 

 

 2. Try noticing your attention-drainers and focus-distracters on an average day.  

 What factors tend to detract from your being present, positive and calm as a class leader? 

 What consequences or impacts have you noticed as a result of teachers not being present? 

 Can you think of ways a bit more mindfulness might help you in your teaching role? 

 

Mindfulness DETRACTORS at work Impacts of LACK of Mindfulness Ways Mindfulness may HELP me 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 3. Think of times you’ve been distracted, or keep a record of your distracters.  

 What are your most powerful distracters – for example, social media? Reacting to problems? 
Mind-wandering? Inability to stay-focused? Worries and anxieties etc? 

 Where does your mind go when you’re distracted – worry about past mistakes, concerns 
about how something may turn out in future? Thinking too much of things might go wrong?  

 

 In the table below, note down a few examples for yourself... 

 What was the event you were distracted away from – the task or activity you were working on 

 See if you can specific what kind of distraction took away your focus? For example, was it: 

 Digital distraction like email, social media, texts etc? 

 Self-talk like doubting your ability, telling yourself it won’t work out? 

 Worrying about what else you needed to do or something in the future? 

 Reliving or ruminating on a past moment or past mistakes? 

 Thoughts about yourself – the ME-Focus? 

 

 What was the impact of this distraction on your effectiveness?  

 

Distraction Event Nature of the Distraction Impact on my Effectiveness 
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Distraction Event Nature of the Distraction Impact on my Effectiveness 

   

   

   

 

 

ä This M-Chart shows the 5 mental markers that 
make up mindfulness. All are potential start-
points for you to practise mindful teaching.  

INSET 8 is a rapid sketch of the 5 Mental Markers. This 
note expands on each one a bit further to give you more 
of a feel for them.  

 1. Presence of Mind... 

Being present is really the start-point for becoming 
more mindful.  

 Mindful teachers need to be present in their interactions to be approachable, connected and 
fully-engaged. How often do we lament a lost opportunity or a mistake made because we 
weren’t present to the moment in which we may have said or done something of influence? 

 When teachers are present, students see it and feel it. They know they have your full attention 
and you know how to give it to the individuals and class in front of you. We all need to train our 
minds to be in the present moment. To put aside distractions, and 
make yourself available and approachable for whatever’s going on – 
and not have your head in a million other places. 

 

“Mindfulness begins with the simple act of being present in any given 
moment – it is simply noticing the way things are.” Maria Gonzalez Mindful 

Leadership p.10 &13 

 
 

 2. Being Awake and Aware... 
 

Self-awareness asks us to take a mental step back from any situation – to stop long enough 
to really see what we think, feel, what we’re doing and what’s happening with us.  

We tune into ourselves and control our thoughts, feelings and actions, We're alert to the moment 
we’re in now – to picking-up on what often eludes conscious attention. Without this, we’re on 
autopilot: saying, doing and reacting habitually without thinking or being aware of how we’re coming 
across or impacting others in the process. We exercise feeling-control and make better choices – 
including what I choose to feel and how I act.                                       …continued page 9 
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 INSET 7: 5 Mental Markers that make up Mindfulness... 

 
 

1. Presence of Mind... 

...is about being fully present to what’s going on right now, in-the-moment, both inside of us, and 
around us. It’s the ability to direct our attention to 
whatever it is we need to, or choose to, rather than let 
our wandering-mind stray to thoughts of past, future, 
or other errant trains of thought that distract and 
detract from our present-focus. 

2. Being Awake and Aware... 

...of our feelings and thoughts: how they affect, 
contribute to, or even create much of what goes on 
around us. If we’re not aware of them, they easily 
control us, while we remain oblivious.  

We let feelings and thoughts have too much free-rein in terms of determining our sense of reality 
and responses and behaviour. Self-awareness asks us to take a mental step back and really see 
what we think, feel, what we’re doing and what’s happening around us – to tune into ourselves 
and control thoughts, feelings and actions, not be bushwhacked by them.  

3. Focused Attention... 

...is the ability to make ourselves “pay attention on purpose” to whatever we choose, by setting-
aside mind-wandering thoughts and feelings that under-cut concentration and hijack us. If we’re 
distracted by other things, we can’t be present and can’t concentrate our focus.  

Focused Attention is the middle mindfulness marker because it’s central to the others. It’s the 
ability to give your concentrated attention to something without being distracted, and without 
resisting focusing on whatever it is you’re doing – a task, a situation, an action, interaction, plans 
or our own thoughts.  

4. Emotional Balance... 

...is equanimity or even-mindedness. It’s the ability to accept what’s going on, whatever it is, 
rather than resist or deny what’s happening. This applies internally too. We accept whatever 
feelings come up without resisting or denying them.  

This doesn’t mean acting on feelings without restraint, but merely registering them, and then 
being able to control unsettling feelings and thoughts about a situation. By being less emotionally 
fragile, upset, critical or defensive, and more clear-minded, you can handle it more effectively,  

5. Clear, open and calm mind... 

...Mindfulness also means open-mindedness. Many times, we ruminate on the past, worry about 
the future or let biases get the better of us. We get caught in thought traps that warp our 
judgement or lead us to leap to conclusions. This can lead to clouded thinking.  

Being mindful, we deal with situations calmly because we're even-minded. Calmness helps with 
clarity, allays confusion and is a much admired leadership attribute. A calm, open mind prevents 
them rushing in too fast to fix things or fix the blame. Instead or taking the first thought that 
comes into their head, they can pause, look for other angles and open-up to other possibilities. 
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 3. Focused Attention... 

...is the ability to give your concentrated attention to 
something without being distracted, and without resisting 
focusing on whatever it is you’re doing – a task, a situation, 
surroundings, an action, set of events, an interaction, a problem, 
thoughts or our own behaviour.  

 Brain-research shows how we move in-and-out of focused 
attention during the day. We all train our brains to be either 
more or less focused – and it looks like most brains come naturally wired for distraction and 
mind-wandering. The trick's being able to be still long enough to focus 

 Attention, like will-power, is a limited mind-resource. It seems we only have so much of it at any 
given time. Paying attention to one thing comes at the expense of switching it off something 
else. This means multi-tasking is a brain-myth. Two tasks do not get equal attention at the same 
time. Your brain has to switch between them.  

 Being able to focus is a game-changer for classrooms, students, teachers and learning. The 
ability to focus is one of the 5 productive EI states. Keeping our attention focused on something 
while keeping distractions at bay, creates calm that in turn, aids more concentration.  

 It sounds so simple and obvious. But many of us have trouble finding this space to think clearly 
and focus, before launching into major decisions or courses of action. 

 
 

 4. Emotional Balance... 

...is equanimity or even-mindedness. It’s the ability to accept what’s going on, whatever it is, 
rather than resist or deny what’s happening. This helps to control unsettling feelings and 
thoughts about a situation. This makes us less emotionally fragile, upset, critical or defensive and 
more clear-minded, so you can handle it more effectively,  

 Accepting doesn’t mean being indifferent or agreeing. You may think something is unfair or 
harsh. That doesn’t change the fact it’s happened. You avoid getting stuck on either an aversion 
or attachment to a certain event.  

 Equanimity doesn’t mean accepting everything passively, with indifference or apathy. You may 
think a racist remark is cruel or a decision to slash the workforce, uncalled-for. But that does not 
change the fact that it did happen, as much as you wish it wouldn’t have. But getting stuck on 
that means you’re not staying balanced to deal with whatever the aftermath might be.  

 

The dictionary definition of even-minded mentions “not easily ruffled; undisturbed, 
unprejudiced, calm and equable”. We sometimes call it the anti-frustration emotion, because 
it allows you to approach things with patience and curiosity rather than with a judgemental 
mind that’s already made-up and closed-off.  

 
 

 5. Clear, open and calm mind 

We deal with situations calmly because we're even-minded. Calmness helps with clarity, 
allays confusion and we don’t let our own preconceptions or biases cloud our perspective. A 
calm, open mind prevents rushing in and jumping to rash conclusions and even rasher decisions.  

 Instead or taking the first thought that comes into your head, pause, look for other angles and 
open-up to other possibilities. Remind yourself you don’t have all the answers; none of us do. 

 Clear-mindedness, coupled with even-mindedness from the 4
th
 Marker, as well as having a 

calming effect in itself, can help us make better decisions and take better actions, by being more 
self-aware of where we are in a situation (which is all too often at the centre).  
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 Many of us mindlessly make decisions or take unthinking action, under the influence of mental 
models or belief systems we can’t think past or attachments to outcomes we're locked into. 

  

“Combine lack of focus with the fact we experience reality based on our biases, judgements, 
patterns, and hindrances and it's no surprise we have misunderstandings in so many 
interactions in our professional and personal lives.” Maria Gonzalez Mindful Leadership  

 
 

When we’re mindful, we’re more in control of ourselves and situations because we see reality more 
clearly. With mindfulness, we can exercise self-control and make better choices. When we’re more 
self-aware, we can be more empathetic and sensitive to the needs of others. With empathy we can 
positively influence them and be more effective as leaders, we can connect and be compassionate. 
At the same time as being clear-minded we can be open-hearted... 

 
 

 You can score each of the 5 markers by rating each item from 1 to 10:  
 

10–9–8–  
 I already do this well 

–7–6–5–4– 
 I wish I did this more 

–3–2–1 

  I don’t care about this 

1.  BEING PRESENT: to what’s going on right now, in-the-moment, both inside  and around me 

 I find it fairly easy to concentrate on whatever it is I need to focus on or do right now 

 I’m usually fully-present for whoever or whatever’s in front of me in the moment   

 I can ignore distractions and concentrate when I have something I must attend to 

 I notice things that happen around me. I don’t just let them pass me by – I stay alert 

 If I notice I’m having stray-thoughts in my head, I can switch off and return to the present 

2. BEING AWAKE AND AWARE: extent to which I’m aware of myself, my thoughts, feelings and 
impacts 

 I generally mind the impact my moods, feelings, thoughts and actions have on other people 

 I take myself off automatic pilot often so I can be more alert to what I do and see my habits  

 I see how my thoughts/feelings contribute to or create what I experience around me 

 I can be open and honest with myself about what makes me tick emotionally and mentally  

 I am generally alert to what goes on around me in my environment and relationships  

3. FOCUSED ATTENTION: ability to make ourselves “pay attention on purpose” to whatever we 
choose 

 I’m not easily distracted and can resist the temptation to switch from one thing to another 

 I rarely catch myself thinking about what else I’ve got to do or what I didn’t get done yet 

 I can be still long enough to pay attention to what really matters or whatever’s going on 

 When my mind wanders, I can bring my attention back to where I need it to focus 

 I can stick with a task or maintain focus, even if I register a bit of boredom or tedium 
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10–9–8–  
 I already do this well 

–7–6–5–4– 
 I wish I did this more 

–3–2–1 

  I don’t care about this 
 

4. EMOTIONAL BALANCE: remain even-minded and accept whatever’s going on rather than 
deny. 

 I’m pretty good at accepting something has happened, and face up to the reality of it 

 Set-backs rarely throw me off balance and I can recover my equilibrium quickly 

 I try to stay even-minded in difficult situations and not just react to them or act rashly 

 I’m usually aware of how physically tense or uptight I’m becoming and can self-calm 

 I can let go of past hurts and tend not to hold on to grudges and resentments 

 

5. CLEAR, OPEN AND CALM MIND: preventing my own prejudices or biases hijack me  

 I’m always careful and aware of when I might make assumptions or leap to conclusions. 

 I’m aware of when my self-interest is getting in the way and can mindfully move past it 

 I know my calm disposition and open-hearted nature help me to relate with clarity 

 My mind is rarely clouded with thoughts of the past or future that take my focus away 

 I rarely rush in too fast to fix things, criticise or find-fault – I slow down to look at all angles 

 

 Count up your scores for each of the 5 Mental Markers... 
  

BEING PRESENT BEING AWAKE AND 
AWARE 

FOCUSED ATTENTION EMOTIONAL BALANCE CLEAR, OPEN AND 
CALM MIND 

Score: Score: Score: Score: Score: 

    

 40 or more for each Marker is good. Below 30 definitely needs some work  

 Top score for all 5 Markers together is 250.  

 A score of 190 or above is pretty good. 150-190 needs some work.  

 Below 140, you really need to work on your mindfulness practice. 

 

 What Mental Markers do you most need to work on?  

 

 

ä Think of mindfulness as the pedagogy of being 
present. It incorporates two aspects.  

First, teachers who learn and practice mindfulness.  

Second, teaching mindfulness methods of many sorts to 
students to help them self-calm, focus, concentrate, be 
present and emotionally balance.  
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 Educational research confirms that mindfulness methods practised in classrooms helps students 
focus, stay on-task, quietens constant distractions and disruptions, and reduces stress and 
anxiety.  

 It can also lead to more engagement, improves classroom behaviour (both teachers and 
students) and can lessen incidences of bullying. 

 As well as classroom activities, mindfulness training programs are also being run more 
frequently for teachers as part of professional development to help them cultivate mindfulness 
skills they can transfer to their students, as well as applying it to stress relief and the social-
emotional demands of classroom teaching.  

 Mindfulness training for teachers can be seen as a direct extension of promoting “habits of 
mind” and also health, well-being and the capacity to create and maintain connective classroom 
relationships and emotional climates conducive to student engagement and learning.  

 
 

A recent Australian study showed introducing mindfulness meditation into the classroom 
improves the mental health and well-being of students and teachers. "If students are taught 
these skills throughout their schooling, hopefully by the time they reach Year 12, they will 
have developed a regular practice and a different approach to managing stress." The 
findings were similar for teachers. "All of the teachers reported less distress, stress and tension 
as well as an increase in their emotional well-being." Dr Addie Wootten, CEO of Smiling Mind, in ‘The 

Benefits Of Bringing Mindfulness In To The Classroom’ Emma Brancatisano, The Huffington Post 24/10/2016 
http://www.huffingtonpost.com.au/2016/10/23/the-benefits-of-bringing-mindfulness-in-to-the-classroom/ 

 
 
 

Mindfulness is a natural state we as human beings can – and have always – occupied, just as much 
as distraction is. While it’s natural, it’s also a brain-skill that can be learned and improved on with 
the right tools and a bit of commitment and practice.  

 Do you notice signs of rising anxiety and stress rates in your students? If so, you are not alone. 

 

It's a fairly universal problem that really comes out during exam times. You may not have control 
over the testing regime students are subjected to but you can help them control their stress 
reactions better and learn to self-calm and focus. 

 

Altrincham Girls Grammar School in the UK, introduced 
mindfulness to improve students' ability to engage with 
learning and manage their emotions and behaviour. 80 
per cent had positive responses to using techniques 
learnt, with several comments such as: “I used to feel 
extremely panicked when made to take an exam… since 
the course I can safely say I feel calmer and, therefore, 
more confident”; “…a short mindful practice (even if this 
is just a few deep breaths before they sit down) can be 
effective in grounding the students, bringing them back 
to the present and allowing them to focus on the 
learning in hand” Neither pupils nor teachers had prior 
experience of ‘mindfulness techniques (reported in 

Rebecca Nelson & Karen Spence-Thomas  What makes great 
pedagogy and great professional development? Teaching 
schools R&D network national themes project 2012-14 Research 

Report Spring 2015UK Institute of Education) 

   

https://smilingmind.com.au/media/1194/research-project-report.pdf
https://smilingmind.com.au/
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ä Another good thing about practising mindfulness in class is it's contagious. Your 
calm or quiet focus in class can spread to others naturally.  

 Mindful teachers can alter the climate of classrooms and the tone learning environments in 
subtle ways, making it an agent for culture change, engagement and safe and supportive 
relationships 

 Introducing mindfulness techniques to students, can leave them with a lifetime legacy of well-
being benefits like lower stress levels, improved concentration, increased self-control, self-
calming, re-grounding skills and kindness, tolerance and empathy which is in recession it seems 

 
 

ä There's many ways to integrate simple mindful-activities into your classroom life...  

 Mindfulness can start by getting students to think about being mindful with some simple 
activities like box breathing, body-tracking or mindful walking – then recording 
sensations and also exploring some of the brain-science behind mindfulness.  

 You don't have to be an expert to practice and promote mindfulness in your class. In fact, 
showing students you're learning alongside them is a great way to impress upon them that we're 
all lifelong learners. The next INSET has a few suggestions.  

 But one tip: call such activities 'focus' or 'concentration' exercises – don't refer to 
meditation, yoga or even, mindfulness, which has Buddhist associations for many. Don't label it 
just do it.  

 

Mindfulness can begin by seeing just how ‘mindless’ we are much of the time. We’re 
operating on auto-pilot. We’re not focused on what we’re doing now. We’re thinking of 
the next thing, or trying to be time-efficient by doing several things at once. If you’re like 
the rest of us, we seem to occupy a mental space that Linda Stone (a former executive at 
Apple and Microsoft) described as “a state of continuous partial attention”. Developing 
presence and focus through mindfulness begins by realizing just how much time we 
spend in a permanently distracted state…In our continuously-connected environment, 
we’re bombarded by constant interruptions – email alerts, texts, face-book updates, 
meeting notices, phone calls – from the time we get up in the morning ‘til the time we 
go to bed at night.  

 

 

 INSET 8: Creating Calmer Classrooms 

 1. Try out a range of simple mindful activities with students over the term, or for particular 
purposes (eg settling, concentrating, de-stressing). For example, box-breathing, body-tracking, 
slow-walking, noticing sensations like taste, smells or the 5-4-3-2-1 exercise 

2. Integrate mindful-practices into curriculum subjects you teach. If separate mindfulness 
activities take up too much time, why not think of ways to 'kill two birds with the one stone' – adopt 
mindfulness activities into your lesson-planning approaches. For example, being mindful of using 
different thinking styles to explore a topic, mindful conversation, listening, inquiry, journal-keeping, 
mindful walking round school, mindfully reflect on a reading on your subject topic you bring in, 
reflect on how mindful characters are (or aren't) in a novel being studied etc...     >>> continued over 
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 INSET 8: Creating Calmer Classrooms 

3. Teach the brain and stress-relief theories behind mindfulness. Just as this is a rich 
exploration-ground for Emotional and Social Intelligence (SEL), mindfulness also lends itself to 
curiosity and lessons about how our brain works and what mindfulness does body-and-brain-wise 
for focus, concentration, managing stress and anxiety etc. Most students are naturally curious and 
like to understand the principles that come with the practice. For example, relationships between 
body, mind, emotion and action or brain-proofs for mindfulness calming us. 

4. Use mindful techniques like grounding to help settle the class down or self-calm. Show 
your class routines to settle-and-calm-down to handle disruptions, distractions or emotionalising.  
Use Emotions-mapping (Tool 9 in Session 2 Guide) or emotional self-management strategies.  
Ask students to identify a grounding routine they will personally use when they get agitated) 

5. Introduce focus/concentration periods. We all know how terribly short concentration spans 
continue to get.  Help students practice lengthening concentration spans with dedicated focus or 
concentration activities. For instance, do a mind-map of a learning area, create a memory-jog 
mnemonic for a topic (like the one for mindful on the previous page), Use the 3-most to help focus 
(eg identify the 3 most important, smallest, biggest, weirdest things about this) or use the 5-More 
technique (concentrate on this for 5 mins more, write 5 more sentences, 5 more points etc)  

6. Concentration rest-breaks and distracters. Rather than let students struggle when their 
concentration lapses, institute concentration rest-breaks where they can take a mental or physical 
break – stretch, yawn, stand, wave arms up and down or simple breath. This is not time for 
chatter – students need to do a guided rest-break or around 2-3 mins only.  Distracters are the 
other side of focus. Instead of waiting till a distraction disrupts others, turn the students' attention 
to things they are finding distracting, name the distractors and talk about ways to let them go and 
refocus.  

7. Mindful APPs and digital-distractions. Make students more aware of the notion of digital 
distraction – how devices can disconnect, distract us, break concentration spans and addict us to 
distraction. AT the same time, talk about planning digital-detox-days and downloading various 
mindful APPS to help them (eg for mindful breathing etc)  

8. Calm and quiet classrooms. If you are shouting out instruction or appearing frazzled, this 
will be picked up by the class and amplified back to you. Give your instructions in a calm fashion. 
Avoid shouting and appearing ruffled. Show that you have control over your own emotions. Quiet 
does not extend to whisper – noisy classes can mean they’re energised and motivated. 

9. Say you are going to stop whatever you are doing and focus on what just happened. Do 
not assume this person is being deliberately provocative or disrespectful. Use empathy to focus 
on what is going on for them – not how this is making you feel. Ask them: “What happened just 
then – what did you just say/do?”  Ask then what could they have done differently and/or what 
could they do differently next time? Field as a question to the rest of the class? 

10. Being mindful and considerate of others. Do a special mindful reflection now and again to 
identify and encourage random acts of kindness, consideration, respect-showing and gratitude.  
Get students to identify specific strategies for spreading kindness and beneficence, being 
respectful and unpacking behaviours around tolerance, caring, compassion OR explore the 
difference between being mindful and mindless in terms of thinking and behaviour etc. 
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ä Mindful teaching starts with SETI – the subject of  Guides 2 and 3 in the PPP series... 

Emotional Intelligence and Mindfulness are both essential for 
good teaching and classroom leadership, and are intimately 
inter-connected.  

Mindfulness is how we put emotional competencies like self-
awareness and self-management into action. At the same time, 
EI is one of the keys to being more mindful, because it helps 
put us more fully in control of feelings, thoughts and actions.  

 Many of the markers of mindfulness correspond to the productive emotional states promoted in 
EI. For example, focus, flow, presence, equanimity or even-mindedness, positivity, connectivity, 
resilience, compassion and perseverance.  

 Mindful leadership and EI both share the same start-point of self-awareness and self-regulation. 
Both the EI and Mindfulness movements focus on acknowledging and regulating feelings, rather 
than unconsciously allowing them to control or hijack you into wrong action. Sharpening self-
awareness leads to mindfulness. You become aware of what’s going on inside you, and around 
you, on many different levels 

 Teachers can be constantly enmeshed in a web of “doing” and reacting without reflecting and 
connecting with themselves, remain out of touch with themselves and others. You can’t be 
mindful of others, without first being mindful of yourself. Mindful teachers are present to 
whatever’s happening around them. Rather than be distracted by several priorities at once, they 
seem to know what matters most in a situation and focus on that.  

 They can silence the mind-chatter within so they can be present and fully engaged with whoever 
and whatever’s with them. They focus on one thing at a time, putting aside the chaos of the day-
to-day to lead with intention, purposeful action, and self-reflection.  

 Mindful teachers are connective. They always have the time to be present for students and 
colleagues, and engage in connective conversations with others. They’re mindful of how vital it 
is to connect with others to maintain healthy relationships, sustain learning performance and get 
results. They are empathetic too. They can read what other people are thinking and feeling 

 Mindful teachers are calm and compassionate. They show sincere, heartfelt consideration. They 
genuinely care for the well-being of others and have a humane side that puts others’ needs 
before theirs. Because they can be present, focused and non-judging, mindful teachers exude a 
certain calmness. Being calm may to some extent be a natural quality some have more than 
others. But you can train your brain to be better at it. They can face situations without losing 
control, and the calm they emanate can also spread to others.  

 

 

This table is a condensed version adapted from the tool we use in our Mindful Leadership in Action 
Guide. It lists a few key shifts most teachers may need to move from ‘mind-lessness’ to mindful.  

 Rate yourself on this scale.  Be honest with yourself. You might like to think about… 

 Areas where you already display a good deal of mindfulness but could improve on  

 Areas you need to pay attention to, to become more mindful... 

http://www.thechangeforum.com/Emotional_Intelligence.htm
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 Where do you think your classroom leadership approach is at right NOW? 

  1 = Closer to 5 = Reasonable BALANCE between 10 = Closer to 

Moving from MINDLESSNESS  to more MINDFUL Leadership 

Constant distractions detract from being 
present for people and situations 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-10 

Put aside distractions and be present and 
in the moment for people and situations 

Oblivious or out of tune with my feelings 
thoughts or how these influence actions 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-10 

Aware of my thoughts and emotions – 
know what arises in me at any given time 

Mind-wandering, being constant prey to 
distraction and pressure, skews my focus 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-10 

Can concentrate my attention on what I 
choose to focus on and filter distractions 

Tend to be dictated to by my thoughts or 
emotions without much control 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-10 

Open up to thoughts, feelings, situations 
arising, but  not a slave to them 

Tend to resist situations, dislike what’s 
happening or push-back against it 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-10 

Equanimity: accept whatever happens 
without resistance and engage with it 

Thinking about past or future often 
undercuts my ability to be in the now 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-10 

Can put aside thoughts of past/future to 
be present with what’s happening now 

Caught up in issues like self-significance, 
pride, competition, self-interest, ego 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-10 

Put aside self-interest and significance and 
operate with humility and neutrality 

Try to tackle a dozen things at once – am 
constantly juggling priorities/pressures 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-10 

Focus firmly on one thing at a time and 
can prioritise competing demands 

Tend to be caught up in lots of negative 
patterns of thought that pull me down 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-10 

Have a positive outlook and can-do 
attitude that informs my approach 

I often find I get attached to particular 
outcomes I want and push for those 1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-10 

Step back from my own attachments and 
take more appropriate or relevant action 

 
 

 Please Note: There is purposely no scoring mechanism to this quiz as mindful leadership is 
about self-reflection on areas you probably already know impact you as a leader but might just need 
some encouragement to start to work on… 

 Reflect on your ratings and consider… 

 What aspects of your classroom teaching and leadership might mindfulness help you with? 

 What shifts should you focus on to move towards being a more mindful teaching practitioner?  

 Why? What difference would doing this have for you as a teacher and learning leader? 

 

[Note-space next page ] 
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 Write down your ideas here…. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Though we all have an in-built capacity for mindfulness in terms of increasing 
our attention and focus and dealing with distractions, it doesn’t just develop 

naturally. We learn it, just like we do patience, empathy, humility or 
compassion, or, for that matter, anger, intolerance or rudeness, also 
learned neural-habits. They're all habits of mind... 

ä If we regularly exercise our mindfulness muscles, we train 
our brain to increase focus and attention, reduce mind-stray and 

even strengthen brain-areas that control empathy, tolerance, patience, compassion. 

 Everyone knows about neuro-plasticity now: our brain constantly re-shapes itself in response to 
what we do, don’t do, or keep on doing with it.  As we regularly practise a skill, repeatedly do an 
activity, or continuously act out a pattern of behaviour, our brain structure changes. This 
happens whether what we are doing is conscious or unconscious. 

 It attracts neurons to whatever part of the brain is used for a certain thing, to strengthen it. It’s a 
bit like going to the gym to develop muscles. We don’t expect to become good at piano, get fit, 
improve our tennis serve or master a new clinical procedure without regular practice.  And 
mindfulness is no different, it appears. 

 Numerous studies show mindfulness practices strengthen our ability to 
focus and concentrate on whatever mental or physical task we happen 
to be doing. 

 
 

“Attention works much like a muscle – use it poorly and it can wither; 
work it well and it grows.”  Daniel Goleman Focus p. 4   

“We all have habitual ways of responding to emotional challenges, and 
these habits are complicated products of genetics and experience. 
Mindfulness training alters these habits by making it more likely that one neuronal pathway 

rather than another will be used. Mindfulness meditation carves new channels in the 
streambeds of the mind.” Richard Davidson The Emotional Life of Your Brain pp 204-205 
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ä The biggest barrier to being present is ‘our predilection to be preoccupied’... 

Focused attention is a limited resource. We only have so much attentional-energy to focus with. It 
seems that focusing on one thing comes at the expense of switching it off something else.  

 Because attention is a rare resource, the two tasks we may be trying to do won’t get the same, 
equal attention at the same time. We’ll be focused on one – and the other will be down-graded 
or even filtered out entirely as “interference”. Focusing on one thing makes people essentially 
blind to other things. 

 So if you want to get better at herding thoughts, it 
looks like you need to keep training your brain to put 
your attention and focus back where you want it to 
go. Noticing your mind-stray is a start.  

 Apparently, the more we train our brain to pick up on 
our mind-wandering, the more control we have over it 
and the weaker our mind-stray becomes.  

 Actively engaging the circuitry for attention just 
behind our prefrontal lobe, can act as a remedy to 
spending your day zombie-like, mindlessly switching 
from one thing to another on auto-pilot.  

 A raft of recent neuroscience discoveries show how mindfulness-training can rewire key brain 
areas connected with attention, focus, compassion and calming 

 

Cultivating mindfulness through focused brain-training exercises can help develop more focus, 
clarity, self-control and resilience, rather than just react on auto-pilot all the time.  

Mindful Breathing for Beginners 

"This practice was new to me when I came to my current school. We call it centering. I 
was a bit unsure how it would go down. Seemed a bit woo-woo to me but I realised it 
doesn’t have to be. When I explain it to my students, I tell them it's just a way to focus.  

A typical centering for me goes as follows:  

I ask students to sit up straight and either close their eyes or rest 
their gaze down at the table to limit visual distraction. We begin to 
take slow, deep breaths together.  In through the nose, out our 
mouths. I have students (and myself) bring all their focus to the 
feeling of air as it passes through our noses. For me, the part that’s 
easiest to focus on is the nerves on the tip of my nostrils. I remind 
them (and myself) that if they find their mind wandering, to 
become aware their focus has shifted and just bring it right back to 
paying attention to their breath. We keep this up for maybe a 
minute or two, then I ask them to just return their attention back to 
the room and we begin class. What I love about this is that it starts 
every class in this focused and tranquil state.  

What I would suggest when beginning this practice is to let 
students know that if they feel uncomfortable, they can sit quietly 
but really make it a time where students aren’t making faces at 
each other or playing with anything in their hands or becoming a distraction in any 
way. I will often center with my eyes open and observe the students as they center. I 
also share with students that doctors often recommend similar breathing techniques for 
patients who struggle with anxiety or depression as I know many young students deal 

with one or both of those.”  Patricia C. Broderick (2013) Learning to BREATHE: A Mindfulness Curriculum 

for Adolescents to Cultivate Emotion Regulation, Attention and Performance.   
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ä It’s mainly through our body that we practise the first Mindful Marker of Presence. 

There’s only really one way to be present – to get 
back in our bodies and get out of our heads where 
we tend to mind-wander. Your mind can flit 
between present, past and future but your body is 
anchored to the here and now.  

It’s always in the present. So your body is a handy 
tool in itself, through which to return ourselves to 
the present moment at will – so long as we know 
how to focus our attention on it.  

For instance, when you focus attention on 
breathing in and out, you’re right there in your 
body with your breath. Similarly, sights and 
sounds too, exist only in the present. 

ä Mindful breathing is a calming thing to do anytime to get focused and be present.  

As the chart above shows, you use breathing as a way to anchor yourself to the present moment 
and focus on that, rather than let your mind stray to worries of past or future. You can do mindful 
breathing, well, anywhere you breathe, which we suppose is everywhere: lunch, sitting in a chair, 
behind your desk, on the bus, even standing... 

 Sit so you feel relaxed and comfortable. Forget those impressive pictures of people twined in 
meditation poses, thumb and index finger pressed together, legs yoga-crossed. This may make 
you look like a master, but it can get uncomfortable and distracting after a while.  

 Close your eyes to focus on a point just behind-and-between your eyebrows, helps you 
stay awake, alert and focused. When your mind wanders come back to this. 

 

 Here's a few steps: 

1. Your back is relaxed but upright. Your gaze is soft and downward-
looking. Your hands are resting gently on thighs or loosely clasped 

2. Stop and focus on your breathing. Breathe in slowly for a count of 4. 
Hold. Then breathe out more slowly, for 4. Pay attention only to your 
breath and your counting. On the exhale, relax parts of your body that are 
tense.  

3. The objective is to just focus your attention on your breath. As you 
inhale, say to yourself “This is my in-breath”. As you exhale, say “This is 
my out-breath”. If you do this, your mental chatter will stop. You don’t think anymore.  

4. When thoughts distract you (and they will), just let them pass. Don’t try to force thoughts out of 
your head. Just call them “thinking” and go back to your breathing. Every time your mind wanders, 
bring attention back to your breath. You may do this many times. It’s normal 

 

ä Practise Mindful Breathing: Do it at work and elsewhere for a few minutes a day and see 
if it makes a difference. At lunch, before going to work, before starting a difficult job or handling 
a difficult issue. Better still, if you practise for 5 minutes a day at home, a quicker version will 
start to work for you at work too...  >>> 
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Box Breathing Variation 

We all know if we want to help someone calm down, we say take a few deep breaths. 
Why? Because it works. If we’re anxious or upset, we shallow-breathe. This makes more 
stress, and we drop out of our resilience zone. Box Breathing is a Navy SEAL derivative of 
mindful breathing you can use to calm down...  

 Box or 4-square breathing, works on repeated counts of 4. That's where the image of 
4 sides of a box comes in.  

 It's a useful thing to do anytime in your work-day to 
refocus, calm yourself and get back in your body. 

 Box breathing is simple and it simply works. It can  
certainly work for you if it works for SEALS in 
combat 

 It combines counting and breathing in a 4 second 
cycle: breathe in for 4. Hold for 4. Out for 4. Hold for 
4. Repeat for 4 mins (or as many times as you need.  

 

 

 
 

You don’t have to meditate to be mindful. It’s something we can all naturally do. There are 
many everyday actions where you can incorporate mindfulness, without having to set aside formal 
time for meditation – and still train your brain to be focused, present and attentive. For instance: 

 Tuning into mental models and how these make 
you think and act 

 Paying attention to thought processes and 
becoming more aware of your mind-wandering 

 Identifying what you do on auto-pilot, doing those 
things more mindfully, even changing them 

 Being more present in your conversations 
through practising mindful speaking and listening  

 Increasing your focus by making yourself be 
present while you do simple daily activities like walking a corridor, doing the washing up, making 
a cup of tea. 

 

Mindfulness is always about being mindful of something. If you drink your tea mindfully, it’s mindful 
drinking. If you walk mindfully, it’s mindful walking. If you focus on the act of brushing your teeth 
rather than think about other things while you do it, it mindful tooth-brushing.  

Edward Halliwell, co-author of The Mindful Manifesto, recommends practising mindfulness 
while doing routine, every-day activities. The idea is to bring your attention to daily activities 
you usually do on autopilot. For instance, pay more attention as you’re taking a shower, 

eating dinner or walking to work, he suggests. If you make yourself present for these 
activities, he says: “You might find the routine activity is more interesting than you thought.” 
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 Think of routine, every-day activities in your home or work-life that you tend to do on 
auto-pilot – that you could do more mindfully, to help train your brain... 

 How many routine activities or auto-pilot tasks can you think of? List them in the LH column  

 In the other column, think of what you could to adapt this routine activity into a mindfulness 
exercise. For example, what could you focus on to be more present for it?  

 What physical sensations or actions could you pay more attention to in this activity 

 

Routine, every-day activities I do.... How can I make this a mindfulness activity? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

Whatever methods you choose, you still need to train your brain by doing mental exercises 
like some of these we’ve listed above, that make you, and your brain, re-mould your circuitry for 
more focus, presence and attention rather than just react on auto-pilot all the time.  

 

 INSET 9: Everyday Mindful Activities 

1. Take yourself off auto-pilot: Notice how many things you do on auto-pilot. These are 
learned routines you don’t think about. Break routines or be more mindful of them. Slow down, do 
one thing at a time. It calms, clears the mind and helps you focus on the task you’re doing now. 

2. Be mindful of everyday activities: …those you rush through without thinking much about 
them – like preparing a meal, washing-up, brushing teeth, driving to work, painting a wall, 
vacuuming etc. Try eating breakfast without reading, watching TV or listening to the radio and just 
really pay attention to the act of eating. Whatever you’re doing, be mindfully IN it! 

3. Observing mindfully: is about increasing what we're aware of around us. It only takes a few 
extra minutes. Decide what you will notice today – for example:  

 What do you notice going into school or coming back home?  

 How does the floor feel beneath you? What noises do you hear? What smells or colours?  

 What do you notice if you go outside after dark? What about the feel of brisk air on your skin? 

 What about noticing bits of nature around you – trees, the texture of their bark, that caterpillar  
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 INSET 9: Everyday Mindful Activities 

4. Mindful Eating: is a great opportunity to practise.  

 Start by really looking at what you are about to eat – colours, texture, shape. Then take a 
small bite – but don't chew! Notice how it feels in your mouth – texture, taste – and how 
this changes if you move it around in your mouth.  

 Now start to eat. Feel the texture. Notice all the flavours as you chew slowly. Don’t think 
about the next mouthful until you’ve swallowed this one 

5. Mindful Walking is a common, everyday activity you can practise 
anywhere you happen to be walking though parks or beaches are more 
conducive than busy main streets as you dodge traffic.  

Set yourself a time – say 10 or 15 minutes. Set your phone-alarm. Then 
you won’t be distracted wondering how long you’ve been doing this, or 
need to keep checking the time.  

1. Begin walking at a relaxed, normal pace. Focus on the soles of your feet as each touches and 
lifts from the ground in turn. Focus on the pattern of landing and lifting the bottom of your feet 
make. Feel the contact your feet alternately make with the ground... 

2. Attend to the rhythm of walking – how your left and right foot alternate – and what happens 
with the rest of your body (eg arms swinging, knees bending etc).  

3. If your mind strays, bring your attention back to walking. Relax and let go of tension in various 
parts of your body as you walk. 

 
 

Variation: Count Sounds while Mindful Walking – Mentally count or list all the different sounds 
you hear. Do this silently with mobile switched off.  

If you do this activity with a class group, keep it noncompetitive. It can be interesting to stop on 
your walk with a group to compare sounds people are hearing or heard, but it doesn’t matter who 
hears the most or the most subtle ones. For example: sound of your own footsteps; birds-sounds, 
running water, dog barking etc 

6. Walking while Seated. Sit up straight in your chair but without being too taut and rigid. Slowly 
lift one foot off the ground.  

 As you raise your foot, stretch your toes up toward you as much as you can. Enjoy the 
tension. Breathe in as you raise your foot. Slowly lower your foot as you breathe out.  

 Breathe in as you raise the other foot, again flexing your toes up toward you as much as 
you can. Do this foot-lift 10 times. Then wait ten seconds. And repeat the sequence twice 
more. 

 

Imagine you’re taking huge strides over hills and mountains, like a giant. The movement is slow 
and powerful, your immense body covering miles with every step. 

Variation – Heel and Toe: Raise the heel of one foot while keeping the ball of your foot firmly on 
the floor. Press the ball of your foot down into the floor. Breathe out as you press the ball of your 
foot down for a few seconds. Notice the tension. Then relax. Release pressure on the ball of your 
foot, and breathe in. Lower your heel. Now repeat with the other foot. Press and relax ten times, 
first one foot, then the other. Then wait ten seconds. And repeat the sequence twice more. 
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ä Grounding is any direct, physical contact you make between some part of your body 
and the ground, or any other solid surface or object.  

 Focusing on body-to-ground contact grounds you in the present moment and can help de-
stress, fix feelings of panic or re-settle and focus yourself after a disruption or upset. 

 Re-grounding gets you to focus on body contact you're having right 'here-and-now' – feet to floor, 
hands to wall, back to chair, clutching a stone and so on.  

 Physical contact calms and rebalances your nervous system because it distracts you from 
focusing on worrying or upsetting thoughts. Re-grounding is instant first aid for stress-relief since 
it brings you back to here-and-now if you feel overwhelmed by panic or anxiety 

 

The more you practise re-grounding, the 
more you bring mind and body back into 
balance. You regain control. Feel physically 
and emotionally safe. It stops you getting 
lost in the past. Your mind is still. You're 
more centred. You're not worrying about 
past trauma, future fears or current panics. 
You're just here in the present. 

 

ä The “5-4-3-2-1" game is another 
grounding technique some 
Lourdians said they liked as a tool 
to use in a classroom setting to 
settle and focus. 

 

ä There's many re-grounding techniques but here's the basic instructions to follow: 

1. Choose the object you're going to make contact with – wall, floor, chair, wheel, pen etc 

2. Notice the part of your body making contact – hands hold side of chair, feet on floor 

3. Notice exactly what the contact feels like – back against chair, bum on seat, feet on floor  

To get a solid sense of this contact, ask focusing-questions about your contact or the object...  

 How is this supporting me?  

 What do I notice about the object – is it soft, hard, cold, spongy, smooth, rough etc  

 Can you start to notice other points of contact? 

 

4. Notice any areas in your body feeling more relaxed, pleasant or just neutral? Relax them 
more. Notice breathing and heart rate. Faster or slower?  Other comforting or muscle-relaxing 
sensations? 
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5. If you notice uncomfortable sensations, shift your focus back to the feel-better places more 
comfortable, relaxed, neutral. Note the change. 

6. To close, slowly scan your body for areas that now feel more relaxed, neutral or pleasant 

 

 

ä Here's a few grounding techniques to experiment with. Pick one or two to try out 
with your class that you're comfortable with or ask your students to think of a few 
more. 

 Feeling It. Feel the clothes on your body. The breeze on your face. Feel your bottom in the 
chair. Your hands on the wheel. Feet in your shoes. The table your hands are resting on.  

 Movies. Stamp, tap, flex your feet. Rub finger tips together. Wring your hands. Rub one on 
back of the other. Cross arms and rub. Stretch arms to side or overhead. Get up, walk 
around slowly. Notice each step. Focus on feeling body sensations as you make moves. 

  Band-Aid. Wear a rubber band on your wrist (not too tight). Flick it when you feel tense or 
absent. Feel the slight sting as it springs back on your skin. 

 Reverse motion. If you're sitting, stand. If you're standing, sit. If you're straight up, lean 
against something. If you're leaning, stand up straight. Pay attention to the motion change.  

 Comfort Stops. Hold onto a familiar object you find comforting. Notice how it feels. If you 
don't have one, find one. A rock you picked up on a beach. A shell. Your pet? Anything you 
attach a good memory to.  

 Look around. Notice what is front of you and to each side. Take a look outside. Name 
objects you see. Count multiple objects – like trees, signs, cows or hills. 

  Place it Safe: Imagine yourself in one of your quiet, calm or safe places. Go over the detail 
of what it looks like in your memory. Focus on the feelings of safety you get when you think 
in detail about this place.  

 Tapping: using your first three fingers lightly bunched together to tap repeatedly and firmly 
first on your cheekbone 10 times, then forehead for 10, then jawbone and finally side of the 
nose or eye-brow ridges. 

 You're the Voice. Use your voice. Speak out loud to yourself. Rumble or hum in your throat. 
Say what you feel. Name a concern. Say what you'd like to see or a positive action  

  Write it out. Write out whatever you’re anxious about. Or, write a few notes to yourself on 
cards – statements that make you more grounded. Only you know what these are but here's 
a few examples: "It’s only a thought – it's not real",  "Feelings change”, “I survived", "This 
feeling will pass", "I am safe now – I made it through this far”.  

 Get Out More. Take yourself outside. Feel your body as you sit against a tree or on the sand 
or grass. What do you smell? Run fingers through the grass. Feel the sun on your face, the 
breeze, cold.  How does it make your body feel? 
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ä We can feel trapped by our thoughts, ruminating on the past, as we go back over 
upsetting events again and again or worry about what the future holds.  

 On any given day, if we check, our minds spend most of the time 
oscillating back and forth between past and future. This leaves very 
little mind-time to focus on the NOW.  

 We get hooked on constant mind-chattering – internal dialogue we 
can’t seem to control, let alone switch-off – that goes in all sorts of 
random directions.  

 We get mired in the emotional quandaries that can accompany 
some of our thoughts or we simply have too many thoughts all at once as our minds run amok  

 The kind of thoughts we regularly let our brain entertain, affects us not just emotionally but also 
at a physical level, that can ultimately impact our overall health and well-being.  

 Being mindful helps us avoid the adverse effects of uncontrolled thoughts that try to control us. It 
means letting thoughts come and go without getting hooked on them. Learning to see both our 
thoughts, and the feelings that attach to them, not as ‘real and lasting’, but as ‘passing’.  

 It’s not about denying you’re having certain thoughts or feelings. As we’ve seen, this can make 
them stronger. You are, and you need to accept that. As they say, “what you resist, will persist”.  

  

You are not what you think?    “One of the challenges of mindfulness...is relating skilfully to 
our thoughts and emotions. They can appear to be like intrusions (that) slyly convince us that 
our very existence depends upon keeping them...but we (can) let them go” Michael Carroll The 

Mindful Leader p.197         We don’t know if it was intended as a mindfulness message, but you 
can buy a bumper sticker that says: “Don’t believe everything you think”. It may be traced 
back to “Don't believe everything you think. Thoughts are just that – thoughts.” Allan Lokos, 

Pocket Peace: Effective Practices for Enlightened Living 

 
 

ä Distinguishing actual reality from the thoughts, feelings or mental models we project 
on to it that distort it, is a good rational start-point for the practice of mindfulness...  

The kind of thoughts we regularly let our brain entertain, affects us not just emotionally but also at a 
physical level, that can ultimately impact our overall health and well-being. Chemical toxins 
generated by toxic thoughts and emotions contribute to a range of different illnesses.  

We all have negative thoughts now and again and it’s essential for our well-being and success to 
learn how to cope with ones that are destabilising or upsetting. If you want to be healthier and more 
emotionally balanced, control your thoughts. It’s a brain-detox that rids you of those toxic thoughts 
and emotions that consume and control your mind. 

 

Some thoughts we entertain regularly are constructive. They help us to be positive, stay resilient, 
influence, inspire and connect with others. Others are less so. A ‘thinking-trap’ is a particular habit of 
thinking we get into, that we’re usually unaware of, unless we get feedback on it or make ourselves 
mindful of it.  

http://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/10083694
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ä Here’s some of the many thought-traps we all fall into from time to time...  

 1. Tick those thinking-traps you know you fall into fairly regularly.  

 For those you didn’t tick, what way of thinking do you use to avoid this trap? 

What Thinking Traps do you fall into? What is the impact on you? 

 Pessimistic Thinking: thinking bad things 
always happen more often than good things  

 Conditional Thinking: “I’ll do it when...”; you 
can’t/won’t do it until something else is done.  

 Catastrophising: blowing things  out of all 
proportion; exaggerating bad consequence 

 Confirmational/Conformity Thinking: 
seeking only to confirm pre-existing viewpoint 
or follow the prevailing mass-view sheepishly  

 “I’m always right” Thinking: “the way I see 
things is the way everyone should” 

 Poverty-Thinking: fixating on what’s lacking 
in a situation or why you can’t afford to do it 

 Judgmental Thinking: too  judging, critical, 
over-analytical and unappreciative of ideas 

 Blame-Thinking: finding other people/events 
to blame stops you seeing what you could do 

 All-or-Nothing Thinking: black -and-white, 
always-or-never, all this or all that thinking 

 Persecution/Victim-Thinking: “why do they 
always do this to me”  ‘why me’ mentality. 

 Tunnel Thinking: focusing on one part of a 
situation only or seeing it from only one angle 

 Presumptive Thinking: jump to conclusions, 
judge, decide or assume we know  

 Re-active Thinking: every situation a crisis or 
problem so you immediately rush-in to fix it 

 Emotional Thinking: we let emotions rule 
over reason or let feelings totally decide us 

 

 2. Note in the table below times when you fell into some of these thinking traps.  

 Think of a time when you have experienced each of these mind-traps. 

 What was the situation, event or problem? 

 What was the impact on you, others, your decision or actions? 

 If you could have this time over, in what ways might you change your thinking? 

 

THINKING STYLE 
What was the situation? 

What was the impact on you or others? 

Pessimistic Thinking: thinking bad things 
always happen more often than good things  

 

Catastrophising: blowing things way out of 
all proportion; exaggerating bad 
consequences  

“I’m always right” Thinking: “the way I 
see things is the way everyone should” 
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THINKING STYLE 
What was the situation? 

What was the impact on you or others? 

Judgemental Thinking: too  judging, 
critical, over-analytical and unappreciative of 
ideas  

All-or-Nothing Thinking: black -and-white, 
always-or-never, all this or all that thinking 

 

Tunnel Thinking: focusing on one part of a 
situation only or seeing it from only one 
angle  

Re-active Thinking: every situation is a 
crisis or problem so you immediately rush-in 
to fix it  

Conditional Thinking: “I’ll do it when...”; 
you can’t/won’t do it until something else is 
done.   

Confirmational/Conformity Thinking: 
seeking  only to confirm a pre-existing 
viewpoint or follow the prevailing mass-view 
sheepishly  

 

Poverty-Thinking: fixating on what’s 
lacking in a situation or why you can’t afford 
to do something   

Blame-Thinking: finding other 
people/events to blame prevents you seeing 
what you could do  

Persecution/Victim-Thinking: the “why do 
they always do this to me” or ‘why does this 
always happen to me’ mentality.  

Presumptive Thinking: jump to 
conclusions, judge, decide or assume we 
know   

Emotional Thinking: we let emotions rule 
over reason or let our feelings totally decide 
for us.   
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It’s easy to get caught up with distracting thoughts and feelings that 
make your mind wander and stop you from being mindful and focusing 
on the here and now 

 One particularly noxious strain of stray-thought is negative 
self-talk – where we allow our inner-critic to depreciate our talents 
and we put ourselves down...  

 

Being mindful of your self-talk and what you say to others is another key aspect of mindfulness.  

Some things we say to ourselves are positive. They’re 
enabling, helpful and beneficial to us. If you have 
positive self-talk, your self-esteem and confidence is 
probably good.  

Others things we say to ourselves are negative. 
They limit us – restrict who we are and what we’re 
capable of. If you have negative self- , your self-
esteem and confidence may be low.  

Negative self-talk habits become so automatic you don’t even know 
when you do them. They’re thought-traps, just like the ones we’ve already covered earlier in this 
section. Negative self-talk leads to: 

 Putting yourself down – and often a habit of also putting others down too 

 Knocking your self-esteem and making yourself feel bad about you and your ability 

 Hypersensitivity – being too touchy about what other people think and overreacting emotionally 

 Irrational thinking, avoiding problems, self-justification or excuse-
making 

 Always thinking things are too hard or feeling constantly disappointed 
and never successful 

 Having unrealistically high standards and expectations never achieved 

 
 

ä Modelling positive self-talk is important work for teachers too.  

Self-talk is often a reflection of emotional states and the level of self-confidence and self-efficacy 
people feel. Every time you unconsciously, habitually say negative things you erode your self-
esteem (or someone else’s) and reinforce disempowering self concepts.  

Do you teach pupils or people? 

“We've been treating students as if they're not people -- as if they're somehow sponges, and 
not human beings that come in with their emotions in full play. I don't know of anybody that 
can learn in the absence of a positive relationship. We learn from the people we care about. 
And yet we somehow pretend that in school, it doesn't matter. So, those who are actually 
concerned about academics should be concerned about social and emotional learning as 
well." Maurice Elias, author of Raising Emotionally Intelligent Teenagers and Emotionally Intelligent Parenting 
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 Doing mindfulness activities can help decrease ME-Self-Talk circuitry tied up with the medial 
prefrontal cortex of our brain. The less self-talk we have, the less we ruminate on hurts and set-
backs that lead us to wallow, and the more we can focus on the here-and-now moment.    

 Negative emotional states cut across learning in several ways – for instance, personal emotional 
pressure can interrupt interest in schoolwork; as can anxiety about a specific subject, treatment 
from a teacher or hostile/unwelcoming class environment  

 People in your class may have difficulty learning because their minds are cluttered with 
distracting thoughts. Distressed students might be so absorbed in sad memories or situations, 
that little mental room is left to think about other things. If students are working overtime 
internally to cope with distressing emotions, they may not have resources to engage in learning. 

 Lack of confidence in learning something or alienation from a teacher or class group also 
detracts from focus (Cole, 1991; Dobson & Dobson, 1981). If people in your class are depressed/anxious 
about learning they often don’t feel competent. They don’t believe in themselves or their ability, 
which undermines effort. They may withdraw from classroom activities or be disruptive to avoid 
appearing incompetent in class.  

 Students can also be upset by classroom events or perceived/real injustices – a failed test, a 
negative comment from teacher or classmate – and react in ways that hijack learning. They 
don’t believe in themselves or their ability, which undermines effort. They may withdraw from 
classroom activities or be disruptive to avoid appearing incompetent in class.  

 
 
 

 1. People in positions of authority (eg. managers, teachers, principals) sometimes use 
inappropriate language/labels that send damaging messages to others.  And they’re often 
unaware of the signals they send or the long-term impact on the recipient.  For example: 

When YOU say: WHAT THEY OFTEN HEAR IS: And what you Could Say 

is: 

No, that’s not right at all! I am dumb (or incompetent)! 
What lead you to that answer? 
or How else might you look at 
it? 

Forgot your homework again? You’re so irresponsible...grrr! 
I wonder what we can do to 
make sure you remember your 
homework next time? 

You try hard but you just can’t 
seem to get it… 

No matter how much effort you 
put in, you’ll never learn this. 
Give up now! 

That bit’s good. And what we 
need to work on now is... 

 
 

 How is your class talk? 
  

 Negative messages have more lasting impact than positive ones.  

 As a learning leader, your self-talk has a special way of extending outwards and sets the 
tone for the learning space you create. 

 

 Try a few examples of your own next page… 
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When YOU say: WHAT THEY OFTEN HEAR IS: What you Could Say is: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 2. Find your Injunctions.  Injunctions are what someone else tells you to be – they are orders 
they give to see yourself in a certain way, that is really a criticism or an ugly story they’ve made 
up about you (“You’ll never be any good at this! You’re a loser, You’re stupid! etc).  

 

 This self-reflection helps you think of where your negative self-talk came from. 

  

 Use the table below to list 5 injunctions you tell yourself that you uncritically accept as true 

 Can you recollect where these first came from? How frequently do they come up for you? 

 How did this injunction make you feel at the time? How does this make you feel now? 

 How have they shaped your self-opinion? What behaviour is associated with them? 

 

Negative Injunction Where did this Come From? What Effect does it have? 
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 3. This is a group-based tool to develop positive self-talk patterns to help students deal 
with stressful, daunting or challenging situations.  

  
.1 Ask the class what is meant by self-talk?  Explain that self-talk is the talk that goes on 
inside your head – the things that you say to yourself that others cannot hear.  Give examples: 
“I’m so dumb. Everyone else is better than me.” “I can’t do this – I’ll stuff it up.” 

.2 Ask people to write down some things they say to themselves. This is easier if you give 
the class (or brainstorm with them) some situations (eg. “I just spilled my drink in the corridor.”). 
Explain it’s normal and easier to think of negative words first.  This just means we have to be 
super aware of the emotions that lead us to this talk so we’re ready with positive self-talk to 
correct it.  Ask… 

 How do these things make you feel? Better or worse? 

 What’s the real message you’re giving yourself? How do they shape what you think of 
yourself and what you can or can’t do? 

 And when you feel or think this – how do you behave – what do you do? 

 
 

.3 Ask people to think of our self-talk as a ‘frame’ our mind puts around what happens to 
us – just like a frame around a photo. Changing our ‘frame of mind’ can change our picture of 
reality and our feelings may follow. Take a few examples of negative self-talk and ask others if 
they can reframe it to be more positive or realistic. 

.4 Explain that the talk inside our head can have a strong impact on how we cope or 
perform under challenge or stress.  This talk can also be expressed from others.  Imagine 
your teacher yelling at you “You can do this easily” or “You’ll never be able to get this right.”  
Ask the class how each of these makes them feel and what thought go through their head. What 
do they think their success rate would be on a scale of 1-10 in each case? 

.5 Now ask each class member to nominate a stressful or worrying situation. Choose from 
their lists of stressful situations and brainstorm with the class some negative and positive helpful 
self-talk lines with the class.  

 

Variation/Extension:  Killer Labels. 

This variation focuses on the power of words, and the effect of "killer labels" – hurtful or 
damaging insults we hurl at other people. Ask people to write down and keep to 
themselves for now some killer labels they have heard used. Give them a few examples: 
“you’re an idiot”, “get a life”, “You dummy/baby”  

Say to people: "Everybody stand up. When I say, 'go,' all of you say or shout the killer 
labels you just wrote down. Use all the killer gestures, sounds, and words you want. You 
can talk to the air, to your neighbour, the whole group, your chair, or whatever feels 
comfortable."  

Debrief: “What were your feelings as you were saying these killer labels? What did you 
feel after you made them? How did you feel as you heard other people’s 'put-downs'? “ 
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ä Mindfulness is regulating our attention. This includes controlling not just thoughts, 
but also emotions, especially ones that disrupt focus or distress us in some way.  

Focusing is a function of our brain’s prefrontal region. It has circuitry 
that amplifies incoming signals we want to concentrate on (those survey 
results I have to write up) at the same time as dampening down what 
we want to ignore (those birds chirping outside the window). 

 There’s a strong primal link between attention and emotion. It looks 
like our attentional faculties seem to be able to regulate our 
emotions, as Daniel Goleman observes in Focus (p.76), just as much 

as our emotional state can distract our attention. 

 Having our attention distracted away from our emotions, while we focus on something, can help 
to dampen down overcharged emotions and get them back in control. Distraction activity has 
long been known as a way to regulate emotions by ‘taking our mind off it”, so to speak. 

 Focussing frequently calls on us to tune out emotional distractions like anxiety or worry so we 
learn ways to inhibit our emotional signals. Those able to stay focused are less liable to 
emotional distractedness. 

 People who’ve trained their brains, or come wired like this, are more unflappable, less prone to 
over-wrought emotions, even in a crisis. We often refer to this as being able to ‘stay focused’. In 
addition, this quality of staying cool and concentrated in a crisis, relates to emotional resilience.  

 

It also appears, as Daniel Goleman says in Focus, that the ability “to disengage our focus from one 
thing, and move it to another is essential for well-being” and that “failure to drop one focus and 
move on to others can leave the mind lost in repeating (worry) loops of chronic anxiety, 
helplessness, hopelessness, self-pity” (p.13).  It’s as if being able to absorb ourselves and focus on 
something can be satisfying, relaxing or energising in a positive way. 

ä Being emotionally self-aware is a mainspring for mindfulness. It has many layers... 

 It begins with being aware of thoughts and feelings in the moment, as you have them. If you can 
tune into emotions, name them, and pick up on what they tell you, you’re being mindful.  

 If you can then see the influence feelings have on how you think, and how they drive your 
actions and behaviour, you’re being even more mindful. 

 If you’re also careful to mind the impact your feelings have on others around you – being aware 
how they can catch our positive or negative feelings, as well as how other’s emotions can infect 
you if you’re not careful – you’re operating on another level of mindfulness.  

 One final layer is emotional self-awareness. It can help with managing disruptive emotions like 
anger, and it’s an anxiety-easer and stress-reliever too. Becoming more feelings-literate is 
something we can all learn to be better at. 

 

The Insula – Linking Body to Emotion:    “The insula maps our body’s insides via circuitry 
linking to our gut, heart, liver, lungs, genitals – every organ has its specific spot. This lets the 
insula act as a control centre for organ functions, sending signals to the heart to slow its 
beat, the lungs to take a deeper breath...How well people can sense their heartbeat, in fact, 
has become a standard way to measure their self-awareness. The better people are at this, 
the bigger their insula. (But) the insula attunes us to more than our organs; our very sense of 
how we are feeling depends on it. People who are oblivious to their own emotions...have 
sluggish insula activity” Daniel Goleman Focus p. 65 
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 Many of us are not all that conversant with our feelings and emotional patterns. There’s 
several ways we can help ourselves to be more mindful of our emotions:  

1. Bodily Feel: you can make yourself more alert to how emotions make you feel physically – 
where and how, they register sensations in your body 

2. Visualising: what feelings lead you to imagine, picture or visualise – including what they tell 
you to do (I felt like bursting into tears, crawling under the table etc). These are called impulses 

3. Thinking: what thoughts you think to yourself about the feelings you’re having. These can 
either be a straight-forward, conscious naming of feelings (I feel inspired, frustrated etc) or 
sentiments that spring from our feelings (I’m over this! Not again! That’s marvellous. What a sad 
situation they’re in) 

4. Behaving: becoming aware of what our feelings seem to lead us to sat, do and decide  

 

    

Every time we have a feeling (or thought) our body releases chemical proteins that are called 
neuropeptides. There’s more than a thousand different neuropeptides and each one triggers its own 
specific physiological effect. 

So feelings are real. They’re electro-chemical transmissions our body releases in response to 
various experiences – and we experience these feelings first as physical sensations. This tool helps 
you to be more mindful of tracking feelings through the “feel” they have in your body.   

 1.  Tune in to Physical Sensations: When you ‘feel” a feeling, such bodily symptoms alert you 
to the fact that your amygdala has released chemicals into your system – adrenaline, cortisol, 
oxytocin, dopamine, and hundreds of others it has its disposal.  

 You may or may not be aware of them. This mindfulness practice is about making yourself 
more aware of the feel of feelings.  

 We call this ‘physicalising’ feelings – describing the bodily effect those feelings chemicals 
are producing on us. 

 These signals are mostly internal (others can’t see them – although there are a few obvious 
exceptions like going red in the face). 

 
 

 2. Specifically identify what parts of your body respond. Register each and every physical 
symptom of the feeling you notice, in as many parts of your body as you can (eg. jaw-clenching, 
fist-making, stomach-tightening, shoulder-hunching, eye-narrowing, heart-rate pumping, etc.) 

 Just feel them. Locate where you are experiencing the sensation 

 You will have different physical sensations for different feeling-situations.  

 You can do this for both pleasant and less-pleasant emotional situations 

 
 

 3. Record these physical sensations. We’ve provided a body-chart below to do this, but you 
don’t have to do this formally. The idea is to track the ‘feeling’ sensations so you lessen their 
impact on your thoughts and behaviour, and you stay more balanced, mindful and in-control. 
But it is important to: 
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 Recite the physical feel to yourself (eg. my stomach’s tightening, my jaw’s clenching, my 
neck muscles are getting tense etc) 

 Accept your emotions – just don’t let them dictate your thoughts or actions. Give yourself 
permission to feel the feeling, not deny it. But don’t act it out.   

 For example, you feel angry and notice the physical symptoms, but refrain from acting 
angrily (eg. yelling, threatening or blaming). This is equanimity which is part of Emotional 
Balance (our 5

th
 Mindfulness Marker)  

 

So when feeling situations arise, tune in to their ‘feel’ but keep your behaviour under control (a few 
seconds of mindful breathing helps here). That way, you’re responding mindfully, rather than 
reacting to a situation on auto-pilot under the influence of your amygdala. 

  Try this… Mark in where you register various bodily sensations for different feelings...  

1. Think of a few different 
feeling-situations you have 
had recently – both positive 
and negative.  

2. For each feeling-situation, 
mark in on the chart what 
sensations you felt, where 
on your body.  

3. Note on the chart if you like 
what these were exactly. 

4. You can copy the chart and 
do a separate one for each 
feeling-situation. Or maybe 
for different feelings, use 
different coloured markers?  

5. You might mark in the chart 
where your body registers 
feelings for emotions such 
as: anger, nervousness, 
anxiety, fear, relief, focus, 
joy, enthusiasm, stress etc. 

 

 4. Check in with yourself a few times a day with this activity. It’s good to chart it at first but 
this is not always possible and you can just do it in your head.  

 Just make sure you pause and focus on the physical sensations of the feeling-situation 
you’re in or have just experienced. If you don’t it mindlessly passes you by. 

 Doing this will train your brain to be self-aware and help stop you from being hijacked – or at 
least put a pause in the process, where you might think and act differently 

 If you’re unaware of these sensations, you can carry physically toxic feeling chemicals (not 
to mention upsetting thoughts) around with you all day, which impacts on your stress levels, 
affects the way you behave towards others, and detracts from focus, attention and presence 

 
 

 5. Develop a physical counter-measure. Accepting and being aware of the ‘feel’ of your 
feelings can often be enough to help you start to rein those rowdy ones in. But if you want to do 
something more active, try also developing: 
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 A mental stop signal – an image, phrase or formula that helps you 
stop emotional build-ups and pause the moment. For example, 
imagine a real stop signal...  

 A physical counter-measure – a physical thing to do with your body 
that relieves or counters some of these bodily symptoms. If your hands 
bunch into fists, stretch your fingers, lace them together and take a 
deep breath.  Literally take a step back from a situation and so on. It’s 
important to find your own that works for you. 

 

Mindful teachers have to be mindful listeners. One of the most basic things 
you can do to respect people is to listen to them – carefully. This means 
listening behind the words they’re saying to really try and understand 
what’s going on for them. 

 Remember the joy and pride you had as kids when adults you cared for 
really listened to what had you to say with deep affection, curiosity and 
no disapproval? 

 

Some of this same satisfaction (and the motivation that follows) can be tapped in class by really 
listening mindfully to your students (this doesn’t mean you have to agree with them by the way!)... 
By asking things like: “Well, if you were me, what would you do?” or “Tell me what you think will 
work best?” or by…getting rid of that obstructive, disconnective “Yes, but...” habit most of us have; 
or… 

 

ä Listening is one of those natural skills that’s unnaturally hard to do well. It takes 
focused-attention and practice to stay present and truly hear another person...  

 

Some of us think listening is a second-class activity: that the real action is when you get to do the 
talking; that the quality of a good conversation depends on what people say.  

 Notice the mental models we have about conversations at work here? 

 

ä But if we spend too much time talking, we can’t really be listening. Being present in 
conversations means having your mind on your listening, not just on your talking. 

 Mindful listening is not a passive activity. It takes a lot of mental and emotional energy to give 
your full attention to what someone’s saying.  

 It’s not the equivalent of being a conversational spectator sitting passively on the sidelines! 
Good conversation equally depends on how well we listen and respond to what others say. 

 Even in the best circumstances, listening with near-to-total attention is hard to do. When we’re 
feeling busy, tense, pressured, angry or cornered – it’s even harder. 

 We all have listening lapses. Our minds tend to stray. Our parrot-
talk and busyness fracture our focus and attention. 

 

One major cause is that when someone’s talking, most of us are just 
waiting for them to finish because we’re more intent on thinking about 
what to say next or wanting to add our opinion, rather than really 
listening to what the other person is saying – connecting with their 
thoughts and feelings.  
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As we say: “Most of us don’t listen, we reload.” So we miss the message. Another is that we most 
often "listen autobiographically" or through the lens of our own preconceptions or fixations. 

When Your Story overtakes Theirs…     “What most of us do when someone says, ‘I have this 
issue, or I have this problem,’ is jump in with, ‘I have this solution, or I have this point of view 

about your issue.’ Many of us are eager to show what we know, to demonstrate our value to 
our co-workers, clients and family members… (so) we leap in with suggestions, stories about 
our experiences, quotes from the latest journals… A common experience you no doubt have 
had is the conversation begins with your telling someone about something you are 
grappling with and before you’ve even finished the story, the other person says, ‘I know 
exactly what you mean. About three years ago…’ and he’s off and running. In a matter of 
seconds, this conversation shifted from being about you to being about him.”   Susan Scott 

Fierce Conversations p. 117 

 

Mindful listening starts by looking at how you are listening now. For a mindful conversation, you 
have to control your mind-wandering, not let it control you. Signs you’re not listening include:  

 You’re thinking about the next class you’ve got to do or working out what to say next 

 You’re interrupting, talking over the top of others, too interested in getting your own idea across 

 You’re trying to find faults in what someone says or thinking of your own approach or solution 

 

Generally, one way we interrupt our own listening is being too eager to respond to what we 
hear. When we’re excited, agitated or over-energetic in the conversation, we sometimes 
confuse listening with talking. It goes something like this: “I don’t want them to think I’m not 
listening. They will if I just sit here in silence. Maybe I better tell them what I know on this 
subject or relate my own story – that way they’ll know I’ve been listening.” 

 

 How much attention do you pay to how you’re listening? Can you focus on listening or do you let 
yourself get distracted by a million other thoughts?  

 

 There are many levels of listening– but they boil down to 3 major ones... 
 

 1:  PRETEND Listening: You’ll have inner thoughts like – "I don’t know why they’re telling 
me this”    "Do I really need/want to hear this?”  "I can hear you but "I'm not listening"  

 2:  JUDGEMENTAL Listening: Where you listen to blame or be blamed (eg. "I’m listening 
to anticipate attack, and have to deny your accusation or defend myself") or to correct or 
prove the other person wrong (interruptive listening – eg.  "I am right") 

 3:  INTERACTIVE Listening: Putting aside our judgement or critical parrot really listening to 
the other person’s story rather than simply impose our own on what other people are saying 
– to understand how they understand, to tune in to how they feel and think about a situation. 
If we don’t – all we listen to is our own thinking, our own story. 

 

 Think of a good conversation you had recently. Then a more difficult one. Perhaps you felt 
blamed or saw the other person as being in the wrong. Use a table like the following example to 
make notes for each instance: 
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WHAT DID YOU SAY TO 

YOURSELF IN EACH 

INSTANCE? 

WHAT DID YOU FEEL ABOUT THE 

SITUATION & THE OTHER 

PERSON? 

WHAT WORDS WOULD DESCRIBE 

THE WAY YOU WERE LISTENING? 

  

 
 

 

  
 
 

 

 

 

ä Mindful listening is AN ART. You can use this acronym to recall 5 simple steps to 
practise to overcome those troubling listening lapses:  

1. Assess your listening level. Check in with yourself. Note your lapse. Not everyone listens at 

the top levels (see previous tool) all the time – it would be exhausting if you did! Observe 
where your mind goes while you’re supposedly listening. What’s it doing? Pay attention to 
where your thoughts stray – the past, the future, the pressure of another task that’s waiting. 

2. Note how you’re listening: Ask yourself: How am I listening right now? Then put a word to it 

to describe how you’re listening (eg. I’m listening distractedly; I’m listening judgementally, 
interruptively etc). This brings your lapse to your full attention so you can go on to the next step.  

3. Assess thoughts and feelings. When we listen to someone (especially if we’re in conflict) so 

many feelings come up – fury, fear, sadness, defensiveness, optimism, hopelessness, 
confusion, numbness – in such a short span of time.  

     Get in touch with your inner dialogue – that rapid succession of rebuttals and judgements that 
juggernauts through your brain (eg. "I can’t believe she said that!" "Why does he always go on 
and on like that?" "But I remember you said..." "That's not what happened! You're wrong!").  

 If your goal is to resolve rather than escalate a conflict, notice these thoughts but don’t get 
waylaid by them. Let them pass through your awareness and bring your mind back to your 
deeper intention. Every time a voice in your head says, "Why should I even bother talking to 
her?" remind yourself, "My job right now is to listen."  

      Every time your mind wanders, come back to the outcome you really want from this 
conversation. "I want us both to understand the different viewpoints we have about this 
situation"  

4. Replace – Now replace caustic listening thoughts with something more constructive. For 

example: if you think "Why does he always go on and on like that?" try substituting “He must 
feel this is important. I'd better find out why” or instead of shocked dismay "I can’t believe she 
said that!" try “She’s feeling hurt. I’d better find out what’s going on” 

5. Tune back in – Set a strategy to re-focus your listening. Every time you notice your attention 

drifting, gently bring it back to the present and re-focus your listening energy. This may involve 
a shift in posture, a mind adjustment (eg. telling yourself to be more open and less judging of 
what’s being said), asking a question or paraphrasing (eg. “So let me go over what I’ve picked 
up so far....”) or even an apology (eg. ‘I’m sorry. Afraid my attention slipped. Can you please 
say that again?”) 
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ä Much of the talking we do at work, and elsewhere, 
can be, well, pretty mindless at times… 

Mindless conversations? Let’s face it, with all those 
distractions, we’re simply not present really! No-one 
connects with each other. We’re only half-listening.  

Or we’re not paying attention at all, as we carry on a 
conversation in our head, and ignore what the other person 
says. 

 

Work out what you want to say and why?   Mindless conversations are not just about 

trivial topics (and what’s trivial to us may be of tantamount importance to them, so mind the 
judgement). ‘Mindless’ often means that we are not careful, we say the first thing that comes 
into our head, rather than reflect on what it is we really want to say and why? What are my 

reasons for wanting to say it? What do I want to happen as a result? As Lorne Ladner says: 
“Simply wanting to say something isn’t reason to say it. We first must be clear that what 
we’re saying is true and valid. Even if it is true, we must strive also to be clear that this is the 
right time to say it and that it’s likely to be beneficial”  (The Lost Art of Compassion p.124) 

 
 

ä Here’s a few more largely invisible items that make for mindless conversations: 

 Assumption-Traps: Automatically, without thinking, we: 

 Cart our assumptions into conversations: we don’t make them clear to others – and 
vigorously defend them when they’re challenged.  

 Become attached to our position. We confuse ‘us’. with ‘our position’! If someone attacks our 
position, we take it as a personal attack and defend or retaliate 

 

 Competing Views: most conversations seem to have ‘winners’ and ‘losers’. We 

 Pit views, positions and egos against each other. Everyone advocates and defends 

 Impose our view via authority or coercion and some viewpoints get more weight than others.  

 Squash insights or ideas that don’t accord with our own and demand conformity not diversity 

 

 Courage: The same old problems keep coming back because we weren’t courageous enough 
to raise their real root causes and say: ‘Look at this!”  We: 

 Skim along at a polite surface level. We avoid hard topics. We beat around the bush. We 

don’t drill down deep enough to get at the core issues.  

 Are reluctant to connect with each other’s thinking or challenge each other respectfully 

 

 Analyse, criticise or judge. We came across these mind-traps in Part 3 too: judgemental and 
one-right-way thinking. We’re trained to critically analyse – to find flaws and faults. We: 

 Spend most of our time talking, trying to persuade others that our view is right.  

 Rarely suspend judgment, listen openly to others and ‘interrogate reality’ together.  

 Listen to self-confirm our own views and seldom inquire openly about or build on other’s 
thinking. As it’s sometimes put: “People don’t listen, they reload.” 
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ä To improve our conversational skills and have more constructive conversations, we 
need to pay more attention to what’s happening in them. This is called 
‘conversational awareness’.  

 

 Try the test of these 5 Portals of Mindful Speaking, 
which we’ve based on the Buddha's Pillars and the kinds of 
harmful speech he advised us to avoid: 

 Is it TRUE? Is about telling your truth while avoiding words 
spoken with the intent to falsify, mislead or misrepresent 

 Is it USEFUL AND HELPFUL? Is about eschewing idle 
chatter, rumours or frivolous words spoken with no 
purposeful intent. 

 Is it OPEN-MINDED? Is about being clear and unprejudiced and avoiding biased beliefs or 
divisive speech, that is uttered with the intent of creating friction or rifts between people 

 Is it NECESSARY? Is about whether what we say is beneficial or a right-action we must take 

 Is it KIND AND COMPASSIONATE? Spoken with care, open-heartedness  and understanding 
that rejects harsh or uncharitable sentiments spoken with the intent of hurting others 

 
 

Often, we can get so caught up in the content of the conversation, we forget 
about paying attention to how we’re coming across, whether we’re getting too 
forceful, or the conversational climate we’re creating – especially when the 
conversation is heating up, the topic is troublesome and emotions are starting 
to simmer. 

Mindfulness can help us make better conversational choices. We’re more in 
control. We also see how we create many of the conversational conditions 
around us. 

“Being a mindful speaker means that you stick to the point and stay on message, while 
observing how others are taking in what you are communicating...Speaking mindfully means 
you say only what is necessary, no more, no less. You say what you mean and mean what 
you say. You will notice that when people do not speak mindfully, they ramble, they repeat 
themselves, and they go off on tangents...Mindful listening and mindful speech are among 
the most valuable skills to develop and cultivate as a leader.” Maria Gonzalez Mindful Leadership p96 

 

 

Many of us have a mental model that says a good conversation is all about putting our point across 
loud and clear, and shooting down any troublesome people who hold different views. These are 
‘controlling conversations’. It’s the essence of argument and debate 

ä At the core of conversational capability are the mindful behaviours of being present, 
authentic, open and telling your truth… 
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 1. PERSONAL Checker: Try this mindfulness stock-take of conversations you have at work: 
 

Tick which of these common conversational complaints you personally encounter most? 

 My conversations wander-around and get side-tracked – I get distracted and lose focus 

 I can never seem to get my point across without people misunderstanding me... 

 I often find myself saying things I don’t mean – just to be polite or keep the peace... 

 I have trouble connecting with people – really understanding what they’re on about... 

 I have trouble following what people say because I’m thinking about what I want to say... 

 Whenever I express a different point of view, it always ends up in an argument...     

 We talk together politely – kidding not to know that difficult issues aren’t being dealt with... 

 I sometimes find myself having conversations in my head with myself not with others... 

 I think things to myself – but don’t ever say them in the conversation... 

 People always misinterpret my motives or don’t understand my way of thinking... 

 I always leave meetings wondering why I didn’t bring up certain things... 

 I blame or criticise others too much or people end up blaming me... 

 When I try to speak my mind, it comes out all wrong or people take offence 

 To keep the peace, I tend to shut-up or just agree with whatever anyone else says 

 I can’t even remember the last time I really said what I thought or felt 

 I get side-tracked into talking over other problems and not the one I want to bring up... 

 People seem to ignore my ideas and suggestions and just talk about their own... 

 

 List the top 3 mindful conversational challenges you face.  Be specific. Got any examples?  

1.  

 

2.  

 

3. 

 
  

 

 2. CLASS-Talk Checker: Assess your class conversations now and again with this tool – next 

page. For example, after a class discussion or as a once-a-month routine: 

 Tick one side or the other on each item. Not both 

 Go with your gut-feeling! Your team conversation either went more this way – or that 

 To see if your talk’s OK, count up ticks on each side 
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MindLESS Conversations 
Tick one 

side only MindFUL Conversations 

We felt pressured to compete for air-time   Everyone had a chance to have their say 

Our differences turned into argument, blame, 
criticism 

  
We stayed in dialogue on issues and tried to 
listen and understand each other’s views 

We were closed, guarded and defensive   We were open, frank and objective 

Some spoke harshly; there were irritable 
encounters 

  
We spoke with respect and care and stayed 
controlled 

Some dominated discussion or forced their 
opinions on others 

  
We all contributed equally and heard each 
other out  

Some tended to tell others – not ask or listen   
We asked questions to find out what others 
thought  

We didn’t acknowledge or build on each 
other’s ideas  

  
We acknowledged and were positive about 
each other’s ideas 

Some ignored others ideas and just talked 
about their own 

  
All had their ideas heard equally – it was a fair 
share of air-time 

We talked-over the top of each other, we 
interrupted or argued 

  We listened and took turns to talk 

We jumped to assumptions, ignored facts and 
opinionated 

  
We talked facts; we explored each other’s 
assumptions 

 

 

In the end, mindfulness is about being fully present, so as a teacher you can 
cultivate connectivity (the subject of Session 3) – the fundamental precondition 
for everything that teachers do in their classrooms.  

 

After all, it’s relationships that ultimately make the difference to levels of 
learning, joy, confidence and inspiration, and to the quality and meaning of our 
lives. As a brain-state, mindfulness seems to activate circuitry that makes us 
more able to engage with the world and the people in it –  the task that’s in 
front of us right now, the team member who needs our guidance, or the 
meeting we’re about to have. 

 

Mindfulness is a natural state we as human beings can – and have always – occupied, just as much 
as distraction is. While it’s natural, it’s also a brain-skill that can be learned and improved on with 
the right tools and a commitment to plenty of practice – 
especially first-up. In fact, the more you practice, the more it 
will become part of who you are as a person, and as a 
leader.  

 

Mindfulness – through better focus – helps us to combat 
mind-wandering, which is probably one of the biggest 
attention-wasters and productivity drains in workplaces (but 
ironically doesn’t get all that much mention – or is that 
attention?). Whatever you’re called on to do, you can always 
do it more mindfully. It’s definitely not going to hurt, and it may even make things a whole lot better! 
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The other good thing about teaching with more mindfulness, is that it can become contagious. Your 
calm or quiet focus can spread to others naturally. Mindful teachers can alter the tone of their 
classrooms environment in subtle ways, making it an agent for culture change and humanity in a 
society where empathy is in recession. 

 

A teacher's level of mindfulness and SETI is by far the single most important variable in creating an 
emotionally intelligent classroom climate. And the single most important variable in the teacher's EI 
is how they handle their own emotions, especially negative ones. 

ä This tool is a table of ideas for modelling mindful self-management in the classroom 

Modelling EI – What To Do What To Say 

 Identify and tune into your feelings.  

Label your feelings, not the students or 
the situation. 

 Ask yourself: “How am I feeling? Why am I 
reacting like that?”  

 Use three word sentences beginning with ‘I feel...’ 
“I feel I’m not getting through” is better than 
“You’re not paying attention”.  

 “I’m feeling impatient” not “You’re such a 
slowpoke.” “I’m confused about why you aren't 
doing your work” not “You’re just being lazy.” 

 Take responsibility for your feelings – 
own them. 

Don't blame students for how you feel.  
If kids are in charge of your emotions, 
you’re in trouble! Choose your reaction.  

  

 Owning your feelings means not thinking or saying 
things like: “You’re making me angry” or “You kids 
are driving me crazy!” Try something like: “I’m 
feeling frustrated, ignored, churned-up etc”  

 “I felt embarrassed when the principal was here,” 
rather than “You embarrassed me in front of the 
principal.” 

 Express your emotions rather than 
issuing commands 

 Seek voluntary cooperation rather than 
issuing commands. 

 “I’m afraid you will hurt yourself doing that.” “I’m 
afraid your tapping might distract the others.”  

 “I feel bad when I see you take things from others 
without asking. And I am afraid you might lose 
their friendship.”  

 “I feel uncomfortable with the noise level in here.” 
or “Would you help me out by keeping your voice 
down?” 

 Manage your moods. Remember that 
emotions are contagious. Work on keeping 
your area of acceptance wide open. 

When you feel good about yourself you’re 
more accepting, tolerant, understanding, 
cool-tempered, calm, patient and predictable 
– it helps students feel accepted, approved 
of, secure, relaxed and good about 
themselves which contributes to healthy 
self-esteem, openness to learn and 
willingness to cooperate. 

 Not “I’m in a bad mood today – don’t cross me”  

 How about: “I’m not feeling so good today. I 
wonder how I can change that?” 
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Modelling EI – What To Do What To Say 

 Use negative feelings to find out more 
about your own unmet emotional needs 
(eg. If you feel disrespected, disobeyed, 
losing control what you really need is to 
feel respected, obeyed, in-control). 

Remember though: students aren’t there 
to meet your needs, you’re there to meet 
theirs. 

 Practise and model positive assertive statements 
– saying what you need, not what you’re not 
getting.  

 For example: not “That’s rude” or “You’re 
disrespectful.”  Try: “I’m feeling hurt. I‘d really like 
it if you ....” 

 Validate/connect with student feelings 
first especially before addressing their 
behaviour. Give praise and positive 
encouragement frequently and encourage 
pupils to do this for themselves and for 
each other. 

Accept their feelings. Show concern, 
understanding, caring, empathy. Whenever 
there’s a problem, remember to always 
first validate their feelings. 

 “It looks like you’re feeling a little restless today.”  

 “It sounds like you really don't want to come 
inside.” 

 “What would help you feel better.” 

 “Maybe it didn’t work out but what I liked about it 
was...” 

 Avoid labels and judgement.  

Avoid subjective labels such good/bad; 
nice/rude, messy, etc) 

At what point is a desk messy? 

 Describe facts not your assumptions. Not: “This is 
not…(leads to a label)” Try: “There are... (leads to 
description)” 

 Avoid statements with “You are...” “You should…”, 
“But...”, “Must…” and other imperatives. 

 Help them label their feelings. Teach 
them a wide range of feeling words. 

Model by expressing your feelings. Start 
talking about feelings more frequently. Ask 
them how they feel. Ask them how they 
would feel before taking action. Think 
about how you want them to feel – what 
feelings create a positive learning 
environment. Teach them to solve their 
own problems using empathy, compassion 
and mutual respect for each other's feelings 

 “I’m wondering what you felt when that happened” 
or  

 “Sounds like you were feeling....when....” 

 “If you do ….... how will you feel?” 

 Never invalidate students. Be curious. 
Show interest. Remember respect is 
something you earn, not demand. 

The easiest way to do this is to show 
respect for each individual child’s feelings, 
and keep in mind that negative feelings are 
indications of unmet emotional needs. The 
more help the child gets to identify and 
meet these needs, the happier everyone 
will be. 

 Not “That’s wrong!” or “That’s not right”. What 
about: “How do you see it differently?” “How is that 
significant?”  

 Not “I don’t think that’s relevant/makes sense.” 
Try: “Where does that lead you?” or “Tell me more 
about…” or “Maybe I’ve missed something. Can 
you tell me what you mean again?” 

 Give them real choices. This helps give a 
sense of responsibility for and commitment 
to, their learning actions. 

Honour their decisions. Don't issue orders 
in disguise as requests. Ask them to help 
you meet your needs; don't demand it 

 “I wonder how we can.....?”  

 “Can you think of the best way to....?” 
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 For an extended version of this Tool see the Activities section @ PPP on-line 

ä Over the course of the PPP, it 
would be beneficial to you if you 
decide to identify a few improvement 
goals and some real-life learning and 
teaching challenges you can talk over 
with others and try out some of the 
tools and self-reflections on.  

 1. So think about a few classroom or 
teaching challenges to work on.   

These should be a dilemma, a change 
opportunity or improvement – and not 
something you’ve already resolved or for 
which you have a firm answer. 

 What is this situation about? Why is this significant and/or challenging for you?  

 What will this mean for me and my teaching practice? What about my students? 

 

 2. Here’s a goal formula to follow to write your goals.  

What’s your Goal? 
How can I… ? 

I want to be more / 
less ? 

What I want to do 
differently 

What I need to learn  

If I do this, it will help 
me and my students 

by… 

 

 
 

   

 
 

 3. Construct an Inquiry Framework to help you identify goals and challenges. Put simply, 
an Inquiry Framework is a set of questions you can frame for yourself around a problem, situation or 
improvement area that you feel is worth finding answers to.  

 Generate a list of possible inquiry questions around your challenge. For instance, start with: 

 How can we….?  What would it take to…?   What would happen if….? 
 

Your 5 most promising questions about 
improving Personal Pedagogy 

 Actions you can take to find out answers to this? 
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Insights I have gained… Things I need to work on… 

 

 

 

 

 

My PP Approach Now My PPP Goals My PPP Approach Future 

 
 

 

Challenging Situations Try-out Actions 
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Bill Cropper, Director of The Change Forum, is a change consultant, facilitator, leadership coach 
and mentor with a wealth of practical experience in strategic change management, leadership 
learning and group facilitation in a wide range of federal, state and local government organisations 
throughout Australia.  He is a preferred learning consultant and leadership coach for a number of 
public sector agencies, providing facilitation and coaching services to senior executives, 
managers, facilitators, work teams and community groups around workplace culture, strategic 
change,  organisation renewal, team reformation and the application of Peter Senge’s 5 Learning 
Disciplines to strengthen the leadership-learning capacity of organisations, teams and individuals 
and help them navigate their way through change.  

Along with an ongoing passion for learning-centred leadership and team-based approaches to 
‘living-at-work’ work, Bill is keenly interested in the benefits of emotional intelligence, 
conversational coaching and dialogue to promote more connective workplace cultures, more 
productive, open interchanges and facilitate personal growth and change mastery. For the past 
several years he has been delivering extensive rounds of Conversational Coaching and Emotional 
Intelligence Clinics, Culture Change and Leadership Learning Forums to managers, team leaders 
and other professionals from a diverse range of organisations throughout Queensland.  

Bill has a down-to-earth, out-going and open style; personal mastery of a wide range of facilitation 
tools, techniques and processes and customarily works comfortably with people at all organisation 
levels – senior executives, operational managers, staff and other consultants.  He is an 
experienced and prolific writer and has produced numerous process guides, toolkits and skills 
workbooks to support work-based learning, leadership and team development and guide 
organisations through change. 

 

This program is derived from The Change Forum’s Learning-Centred Leadership (LCL) Series© 
of development modules for executives, managers and others with pivotal leadership, learning 
and change roles in their organisations. Each module covers a major arena that can be delivered 
as a separate, stand-alone learning unit or in different combinations to best suit particular 
organisational or leadership learning needs. Core Modules in the Series include: 

 

 
 1: Learning-Centred Leadership 

 
  2: Leading through Vision 

 
 3: Leading Change Management 

 
  4: Learning Leaders as Designers 

 
 5: Leading through Teams 

 
  6: Learning Leaders as Facilitators 

 
 9: Learning to be a Coaching Leader 

 
  8: Leading through Conversations 

 
11: Mental Models for Managers 

 
 10: Mastering Personal Leadership 

 
15: Leading Culture Change 

 
 12: Leading with Emotional Intelligence 

.  
 

Bill Cropper – The Change Forum 

Email:  billc@thechangeforum.com     

Tel:  +61-(0)7-4068 7591    Mob:  +61-(0)429–687 513 

P.O. Box 136, Mission Beach  Qld  4852 Australia 
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Outlines of the 20+ programs we offer publicly and in-house can be reviewed in 

 The Change Forum Course Directory available for download at: 

http://www.thechangeforum.com/Directory  

Conversational  
Leadership 
Programs 

Constructive Conversations at Work: mastering the art and practices of 
conversational leadership 

Building Conversational Confidence: move beyond reluctance and overcome 
anxiety to learn to speak with confidence and influence 

Dealing with Difficult Discussions: a 7-stage model to navigate your way 
methodically through troublesome topics and resolve differences 

Positive Performance Conversations: carefully-crafted frameworks and 
formulas to make difficult performance  conversations easier 

Emotional 
Intelligence 
Programs 

Mindful Leadership in Action: brain-training clinic for attention, clarity & 
presence 

Personal Mastery–Leading with Emotional Intelligence: 7 essential EI 
practices to lift your leadership level 

The Emotionally Intelligent Leader: fast-track to 7 EI practices for more 
connective leadership 

Social Intelligence in Teams: creating cohesive, positive, resilient teams 

Emotional Intelligence at Work: 5 EI-smart work practices for staff 

Teaching with Emotional Intelligence: EI classroom practices  

Change & 
Culture 

Programs 

Preparing People for Change: pave the path to smoother change take-ups and 
transitions 

Preparing Yourself for Change: how to engage and cope with change  

Leading Change Management: tools for designing people-centred change 
processes 

Revitalising your Culture: leading culture change improves performance 

 
Building 
Better 
Teams 

Programs 

Building Better Teams: tools to form, reform and transform your team  

Leading Teams through Change: making team change more trouble-free 

Working Better Together Clinics: tailored in-house team development clinics 
to tackle your team challenges 

Tools for Taking Team Action:  a tailored process to tackle concerning issues 
and improve team functionality 

TOP Team: Executive team-building: create more coherent, cohesive, 
connective executive & senior management teams 

Leadership, 
Facilitation 
& Coaching 
Programs 

Launching Future Leaders: crucial lessons for developing new and aspiring 
leaders 

Essentials of Facilitation: tools to help teams function more effectively  

Advanced Facilitation Skills: deepening your existing facilitation skills 

The Coaching Leaders Clinic: taking a coaching approach to leadership 

Learning to Lead Development Series: a flexible series of learning modules to 
help your people handle the responsibilities of leading with more mastery, 
mindfulness and maturity 

Personalised Leadership Coaching: Individualised coaching to heighten self-
awareness, overcome challenges or uncover your full potential  

 

 

http://www.thechangeforum.com/Directory
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The Change Forum specialises in delivering creative change solutions to help strengthen 
organisational leadership capability, deepen learning capacity at organisational, team and individual 
level and assist managers and leaders build vibrant work cultures and high-performing teams. The 
Change Forum: 

 Believes that learning is at the heart of successful change – that what sets successful 
organisations apart from the rest is how well they learn to lead and manage change. We 
capitalise on the close connection between leadership and learning to help people engage with 
change and constructively navigate their way through it.   

 Helps organisations design dynamic, down-to-earth change processes and leadership learning 
programs people can understand, shape shared visions they can sign onto, build momentum, 
mobilise commitment and get people into action. 

 

We have more than 20 years’ experience designing and facilitating innovative workplace 
transformation, learning and improvement processes in the areas of:  

 Strategic Change Management – change facilitation, developing learning organisations, 
strategic visioning, redesigning teams and work processes, cultural re-vitalisation, mapping 
change plans and processes and transferring change leadership skills to others through our 
Learning to Lead Change© program. 

 Leadership Learning – Building leadership capacity is a central concern for all forward-thinking 
organisations. Our Learning-Centred Leadership© Series offers a flexible framework of work-
based action-learning modules to design customised leadership learning program to suit 
particular change challenges, leadership learning needs and organisation contexts.   

 Conversational Capacity-Building – Conversations are at the core of what leaders do. The kind 
of conversations leaders have is a telling indicator for team culture, leadership climate and 
change success – and one of the key elements for the effective functioning of any team or 
organisation.  

 Coaching Leaders: Coaching is a powerful, personalised way to ensure learning is applied in 
real work-time. We provide individual and team-based coaching in leadership, conversation 
capacity-building, change management, personal mastery and emotional intelligence – as well as 
helping people develop their own coaching skills and take on a more coaching style of leadership  

 Team Formation & Development – More and more workplaces are adopting team-based work 
as a practical strategy to meet future challenges where greater flexibility, diversity, innovation and 
responsiveness are called for. We help organisations form teams and develop greater degrees of 
team cohesion and self-direction through our TeamStart and Working Better Together processes   

 Creating customised learning resources – we have a comprehensive range of self-directed 
learning guides and toolkits that are user friendly and practical. Organisations often use our 
design services to create enterprise-specific learning resources to help shape and support their 
change, learning and leadership initiatives. 

 Coaching Clinics and Leadership Learning Forums – as well as our Change Management 
and Leadership Coaching and Team Development work, The Change Forum has run extensive 
rounds of public Conversational Coaching Clinics and Leadership Learning Forums which have 
benefited thousands of Queensland managers, team leaders and other professionals from wide-
ranging organisation backgrounds – disabilities, community services, health, education, transport, 
housing, public works, primary industry, as well as local government.  

 
 

Download The Change Forum Change Services and Culture Change Services Profiles  
from links provided at http://thechangeforum.com/ChangeServices  

  
  

http://thechangeforum.com/ChangeServices

